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Abstract
The ability to exchange secret information is critical to many commercial, governmen-
tal, and military networks. Information-theoretic security - widely accepted as the
strictest notion of security - relies on channel coding techniques that exploit the inher-
ent randomness of the propagation channels to significantly strengthen the security of
digital communications systems. Motivated by recent developments in the field, this
thesis aims at a characterization of the fundamental secrecy limits of large-scale wireless
networks.
We start by introducing an information-theoretic definition of the intrinsically se-
cure communications graph (iS-graph), based on the notion of strong secrecy. The
iS-graph is a random geometric graph which captures the connections that can be
securely established over a large-scale network, in the presence of spatially scattered
eavesdroppers. Using fundamental tools from stochastic geometry, we analyze how the
spatial densities of legitimate and eavesdropper nodes influence various properties of the
Poisson iS-graph, such as the distribution of node degrees, the node isolation probabil-
ities, and the achievable secrecy rates. We study how the wireless propagation effects
(e.g., fading and shadowing) and eavesdropper collusion affect the secrecy properties of
the network. We also explore the potential of sectorized transmission andi eavesdropper
neutralization as two techniques for enhancing the secrecy of communications.
We then shift our focus to the global properties of the iS-graph, which concern
secure connectivity over multiple hops. We first characterize percolation of the Poisson
iS-graph on the infinite plane. We show that each of the four components of the
iS-graph (in, out, weak, and strong component) experiences a phase transition at some
nontrivial critical density of legitimate nodes. Operationally, this is important because
it implies that long-range communication over multiple hops is still feasible when a
security constraint is present. We then consider full-connectivity on a finite region of
the Poisson iS-graph. Specifically, we derive simple, explicit expressions that closely
approximate the probability of a node being securely connected to all other nodes inside
the region. We also show that the iS-graph is asymptotically fully out-connected with
probability one, but full in-connectivity remains bounded away from one, no matter
how large the density of legitimate nodes is made.
Our results clarify how the spatial density of eavesdroppers can compromise the
intrinsic security of wireless networks. We are hopeful that further efforts in combining
stochastic geometry with information-theoretic principles will lead to a more compre-
hensive treatment of wireless security.
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Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides the motivation and background for the thesis in Section 1.1,
specifies our main contributions in Section 1.2, and briefly describes the structure of
the thesis in Section 1.3.
1.1 Motivation and Background
Networks are present in all aspects of society and life. In social networks, individ-
uals or organizations are tied by different types of relationships, such as friendship,
kinship, or financial exchange. In biological networks (e.g, food webs, biochemical
interactions), living entities such as aninials or cells establish connections with nearby
entities, used for communication or metabolic regulation, for example. In infrastructure
networks (e.g., internet, transportation, energy), information and goods flow between
nodes physically interconnected through complex architectures.
Networks can be extremely large and complex (e.g., the adult human brain has
roughly 1011 neurons, each with 7, 000 synaptic connections to other neurons), dynamic
(e.g., the structure of the power grid changes with time due to mechanical failure of
components and expansion of the network), and multi-layered (e.g, a social network
may be built on top of an information network, which in turn operates over a physical
network infrastructure). The major research challenges in the field of network science
involve: developing models to describe different phenomena, validate the models, de-
velop fundamental insights, analyze the performance of a network, make predictions on
its behaviour, as well as design or configure the network (in the cases where there is
some control over how the network operates).
In many networks (called geometrical networks), it is of interest to associate with
each node its own spatial location. This is the case, for example, in the study of
molecular interactions, where each particle has a position in space, and the distance
between particles affects the bonds that can be established. Another example is in
wireless networks, where the location of the individual devices affects the both signal
and interference levels at the receiver. This, in turn, determines which devices can
communicate with one another. The spatial location of the nodes in a network can
be modeled either deterministically or stochastically. Deterministic models include
square, triangular, and hexagonal lattices [2-5], which are applicable when the location
of the nodes is exactly known or is constrained to a regular structure. However, in many
scenarios, only a statistical description of the location of the nodes is available, and thus
a stochastic spatial model is more suitable. For example, when the position of each node
is unknown a priori and has no bias towards any particular region of space, we may
treat it as completely random according to a homogeneous Poisson point process [6-8].
The subject of stochastic geometry is to study random patterns in space [7, 9, 10].
Each network is considered to be a realization of a stochastic point process, and the
connections between the nodes are then established according to certain rules (typically
depending on the node positions). Stochastic geometry provides a framework for mod-
eling large-scale networks, as well as for analyzing and predicting their behavior. Its
major strength is the ability to capture key dependencies in large complex networks as
a function of a small number of the parameters, such as the spatial density of nodes. In
the context of wireless networks, stochastic geometry has been used to study connectiv-
ity [6,11-14], interference [8,15-28], end-to-end capacity [29-32], cooperation [33,34],
routing [35, 36], delay [37, 38], network planning [39, 40], among other topics.
In this thesis, we develop a stochastic geometry framework for studying a funda-
mental issue resulting from the broadcast nature of wireless communications: security.
Security refers to the ability to exchange secret information, a task that is critical to
many commercial, governmental, and military networks. Traditionally, security is ad-
dressed above the physical layer, using cryptographic protocols (e.g., RSA and AES)
which are designed assuming that an error-free physical link has already been estab-
lished. In contrast with this paradigm, it is possible to take advantage of physical-layer
techniques to significantly strengthen the security of the communication systems. This
is the basic principle of information-theoretic security, widely accepted as the strictest
notion of security.1 It relies on channel coding techniques to exploit the inherent ran-
domness of the propagation channels to ensure that transmitted messages cannot be
decoded by a malicious eavesdropper.
The basis for information-theoretic security, which builds on the notion of perfect
secrecy [41], was laid in [42] and later in [43,44], who proved the existence of channel
codes guaranteeing both robustness to errors and confidentiality of the message. More
recently, there has been a renewed interest in information-theoretic security over wire-
less channels, which are particularly susceptible to eavesdropping due to the broadcast
nature of the transmission medium. Information-theoretic security has been considered
from the perspective of space-time communications [45], multiple-input multiple-output
communications [46-50], cooperative relay networks [51], eavesdropper collusion [52],
fading channels [53-58] [54,55,58], strong secrecy [59,60], secret key agreement [61-65],
code design [66-68], among other topics. A fundamental limitation of the existing lit-
erature is that only scenarios with three or four nodes have been considered. As a
result, in a large network composed of multiple legitimate nodes and multiple eaves-
'Information-theoretic security is also known as physical-layer security, or intrinsic security.
droppers, the security properties (such as achievable secrecy rates or long-range secure
connectivity) are still not well understood. The main goal of this thesis is to intro-
duce a framework for modeling, characterizing, and improving the security properties
of large-scale networks at the physical-layer level.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, we aim at a mathematical characterization of the fundamental secrecy
limits of large-scale wireless networks. Our main contributions are as follows:
" Framework for intrinsic security in stochastic networks: We introduce an information-
theoretic definition of the intrinsically secure communications graph (iS-graph),
based on the notion of strong secrecy. Our framework considers spatially scattered
users and eavesdroppers, subject to generic wireless propagation characteristics,
" Local connectivity in the iS-graph: We provide a complete probabilistic character-
ization of both in-degree and out-degree of a typical node in the Poisson iS-graph,
using fundamental tools of stochastic geometry.
" Techniques for communication with enhanced secrecy: We proposed sectorized
transmission and eavesdropper neutralization as two techniques for enhancing
the secrecy of communication, and quantify their effectiveness in terms of the
resulting average node degrees.
" Maximum secrecy rate (MSR) in the iS-graph: We provide a complete probabilis-
tic characterization of the MSR between a typical node of the Poisson iS-graph
and each of its neighbors. In addition, we derive expressions for the probability
of existence of a non-zero MSR, and the probability of secrecy outage.
" The case of colluding eavesdroppers: We provide a characterization of the MSR
and average node degrees for scenarios in which the eavesdroppers are allowed
to collude, i.e, exchange and combine information. We quantify exactly how
eavesdropper collusion degrades the secrecy properties of the legitimate nodes, in
comparison to a non-colluding scenario.
" Percolation in the iS-graph: We prove the existence of a phase transition in the
Poisson iS-graph defined on the infinite plane, whereby an unbounded component
of connected nodes arises as we increase the density of legitimate nodes. This
shows that long-range communication is still possible in a wireless network when
a security constraint is present.
" Full connectivity in the iS-graph: We analyze secure full connectivity on a fi-
nite region of the Poisson iS-graph. We obtain approximate expressions for the
probability of a node being securely connected to all the nodes inside a finite
region. Furthermore, we exactly characterize the asymptotic behavior of such
secure connectivity in the limit of a large density of legitimate nodes.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews key notions in stochastic geometry
and their application to wireless networks. Chapter 3 defines our measure of secrecy,
and introduces the notion of iS-graph. Chapter 4 characterizes the local properties of
the iS-graph, including the node degrees and secrecy rate of a typical node with respect
to its neighbours. Chapter 5 characterizes the global properties of the iS-graph, namely
percolation and full connectivity over multiple hops. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis
and summarizes important findings.
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Chapter 2
Stochastic Geometry and Wireless
Networks
A wireless network is typically composed of multiple transmitters and receivers, spa-
tially scattered over some geographical region. Each transmitter-receiver pair commu-
nicates by establishing a wireless link, whose performance is constrained by propagation
effects (e.g., path loss, fading or shadowing), interference from other transmitters, and
thermal noise. In a simple model, the signal power radiated by the desired transmitter
decays in an isotropic fashion with the link length. The receiver, in addition to the
obtaining desired signal, is also affected by the interference resulting from the sum of
undesirable signals from other transmitters. As a result, the spatial geometry of the
network - characterized by the location of all the individual nodes - plays a key role in
determining the SINR at each receiver, and therefore the performance of each wireless
link.
Stochastic geometry (also referred to as geometrical probability) is a branch of applied
probability dedicated to the study of random spatial patterns. Complicated geometric
patterns occur in many areas of science, such as geology or astronomy, and often require
probabilistic modeling and analysis. Stochastic geometry is particularly useful in the
context of large-scale wireless networks, providing a framework for:
Network modeling The uncertainty in the location of nodes is captured by consid-
ering their positions to be realizations of some stochastic point process. The
underlying process for the location of nodes can range from a simple homoge-
neous model, where no preference is to any particular region of space, to a cluster
model, where the nodes tend to be agglomerated around certain locations.
Performance evaluation Various performance metrics can be computed, either by
averaging over the ensemble of geometrical patterns of nodes (spatial averages), or
by computing the outage probability over the geometrical configurations (spatial
outages). Some metrics of interest include connectivity, capacity, and error proba-
bility, which can be expressed in terms of a relatively small number of parameters
- typically, the density of the underlying point processes, and the parameters of
the communication protocols used.
The application of stochastic geometry to wireless networks dates back to 1961, when
Gilbert [6] used the Boolean model to study large-scale connectivity, starting the field
of continuum percolation. The number of papers on stochastic geometry has since
then increased quickly, covering important issues such as network interference, end-to-
end capacity, routing, delay, among others. A comprehensive treatment of stochastic
geometry and its applications can be found in [9]. A formal introduction to the theory
of point processes is given in [101, while [7] focuses on the Poisson point process alone.
The topics of discrete and continuous percolation are covered in [69-71]. A detailed
treatment of random geometric graphs is given in [721. A study of stochastic geometry
as a tool to analyze wireless networks is provided in [73 761.
In this chapter, we reviews various key notions in stochastic geometry, which will
serve as building blocks in the remainder of the thesis. We start with the concept
of point process, which serves as a powerful model for systems of spatially-scattered
elements. We review its definition and several properties of interest, and then consider
the particular case of Poisson point process. We then focus on the Boolean model, one
of the simplest and most well-studied models in stochastic geometry. We summarize
some key characteristics of the Boolean model, concerning volume fraction, coverage,
percolation, and full connectivity. We discuss the applicability of the Boolean model in
the context of wireless networks, both as a coverage process and a connectivity model. In
addition to the Boolean model, we present three additional ones: the random connection
model, the SINR model, and the nearest neighbour model. These can be used to model
for communication in the presence of random propagation effects, interference, and
power control. Lastly, we review the notion of Voronoi tessellation and its applicability
in wireless networks.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 reviews the theory of point pro-
cesses. Section 2.2 reviews the Boolean model. Section 2.3 introduces three other
network models. Section 2.4 reviews the notion of Voronoi tessellation.
2.1 Point Processes
2.1.1 Definition and Characterization
Point processes can be thought of as random collections of points in space, and play a
fundamental role in stochastic geometry. They serve as a powerful model for systems of
spatially-scattered particles, fibres, or other geometrical objects. Point processes arise
in various disciplines including [77]:
* materials science (e.g., microstructure of materials, position of defects in struc-
tures);
" astronomy (e.g., position of stars and galaxies in the sky);
" forestry (e.g., patterns of trees and plants in a forest);
* zoology (e.g., clustering of animals in herds);
* neuroscience (e.g., occurrence of electrical spikes in neurons).
Mathematically, a point process H is a measurable mapping from some probability
space [Q, A, P] into [N, N], where N is the family of all sequences H1 {xi of points of
Rd satisfying two conditions: (i) H is locally finite, i.e., each bounded subset of Rd Must
contain only a finite number of points of H; and (ii) H is simple, i.e., xi x if i j
such that there is no accumulation of points [9, 10]. A process H is often represented as
a discrete sum of Dirac measures:
where the random variables (RVs) {xi}, which take their values in Rd, are the points of
the process H. We can alternatively write H ={x, x2 ,.. .} = {xi}, which emphasizes
the interpretation of H as a sequence. We use the notation H{B} to represent the
(random) number of points of the process H in set B, i.e., H{B} = #{H n B}. The
intensity measure of H is defined as A(B) A E{H{B}}, and represents the average
number of points of H in set B.
In the following, we consider a few properties of interest concerning point processes
on Rd:
Stationarity A point process H is stationary (also called homogeneous) if its distri-
bution is invariant under translation, i.e., P{v + H E Y} I PH E Y}, for any
vector v E Rd and any property Y. If H is stationary, then the intensity measure
simplifies to A(B) = A|B|, where A is the spatial density of H, and |BI denotes
the Lebesgue measure of set B.
Isotropy A point process H is isotropic if its distribution is invariant under rotation,
i.e., Pf{rH E Y} = P{H E Y}, for any rotation r around the origin. Stationarity
and isotropy together yield motion-invariance.
2.1.2 Poisson Point Process
The simplest and most important class of spatial processes is the Poisson point pro-
cess. A Poisson process H is characterized by two fundamental properties [7]: (i) the
RVs H{Bj} are independent for all n disjoint subsets B 1 ,..., Bn; and (ii) the RV fl{B}
is Poisson-distributed for any set B. An appealing feature of Poisson processes is their
invariance to a large number of operations, including the following [71:
Superposition The superposition 11 = Ek 1 1k of independent Poisson processes with
intensities measures Ak is a Poisson process with intensity measure A = Ek Ak.
Thinning The thinning of a Poisson process H with intensity measure A where each
point x is retained with probability p(x), independently of everything else, yields
another Poisson process Ht with intensity measure At(B) = fB p(r)A(x)dx.
Mapping The process U, = f((H) resulting from the mapping through f of the Poisson
process H with intensity measure A is another Poisson process with intensity
measure Am(B) = A(f -1 (B)).
Other point processes of interest which are closely related to the Poisson process are:
the doubly stochastic Poisson process (also know as Cox process), the Neyman-Scott
process resulting from clustering, and the Matern hard-core processes resulting from
repulsion. A more extensive treatment of these processes can be found in [9, Cha. 5].
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(a) Boolean model. (b) Associated Boolean graph.
Disc-based Boolean model with radius p = 0.25 m and associated graph,
a Poisson point process with density A = 4 m-2.
2.2 Boolean Model
2.2.1 Definition and Characterization
The Boolean model is one the simplest and most well-studied models in stochastic
geometry. Suppose H - {x} is an arbitrary point process, and let {E} be a sequence
of (possibly random) sets in Rd. The Boolean model E is constructed as 19]
0o
E= U(x + E),>
i=1
where the points {xi} are often called germs, and the sets {E} called grains. A simple
example is the disc-based Boolean model, where the process H is an homogeneous Poisson
process in R2 with density A, and the sets 83 are discs of fixed radius p, i.e., E8 = Bo(p).
We denote this model by E(A, p), and display a particular realization in Fig. 2.1(a).
The Boolean model has been used since about 1930 as a natural model for sparse
systems of particles distributed at random. Some applications include modelling crys-
tallization in metals, patterns in photographic emulsions, microstructure of paper, and
systems of water droplets in vapour phase transitions. In [61, Gilbert used the Boolean
model to study communication in wireless networks, and started the field of continuum
percolation.
In the following, we consider a few results of interest for the Boolean model based on
an homogeneous Poisson process II in R d with density A, and on independent identically
distributed (IID) compact grains {8}, independent of II [9]:
Volume fraction The mean fraction of volume occupied by 8, defined as p A E{|enBI}
|B| > 0, does not depend on the particular choice of B and is given by p
1 -eE{|8d}
Coverage The number of grains of 8 intersecting a given compact set K is a Poisson
RV with mean AE{|eIi K1}.1
We have so far considered the Boolean model as a coverage process, where we are
interested in analyzing how the grains of the process cover the space. In alternative, we
can think of the Boolean model as a connectivity model. Specifically, we can associate
with the Boolean model &(A, p) a random graph G(A, p) with edge set
E {ziy : Ii - j| < p}. (2.1)
An example of such graph is given in Fig. 2.1(b). An interesting property of the Boolean
model is that it can be rescaled, so that for any c > 0,
8(A, cp) := 8(c 2A, p), (2.2)
The same property holds for the associated graph G. This implies that the Boolean
model only has one degree of freedom. For example, instead of the density A and
'We use A = {-x : x E A} to denote reflection of set A, and A E B = {x + y : x E A, y C B} to
denote Minkowski-addition of sets A and B, with A, B c Rd.
radius p, we can simply use the average node degree A7rp 2 as the single parameter of
the model.
2.2.2 Application to Wireless Networks
We now consider the applicability of the Boolean model in the context of wireless net-
works. The classical disc-based Boolean model is adequate in scenarios where the follow-
ing properties are approximately verified: (i) the wireless nodes are uniformly and inde-
pendently scattered in the plane with density A; (ii) the nodes employ isotropic antennas
and identical transmission powers; (iii) the propagation is deterministic (e.g., fading and
interference are absent); (iv) there is minimum received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or
minimum received power criterion for successful communication. In such case,
_i__ : >g(xj X) 0 , (2.3)
where P is the common transmit power of the nodes; g(xi, Xz) is the power gain of
the link zizx; o2 is the noise power introduced by the receivers; and 0 is the minimum
desired SNR for communication. In the typical case where g(xi, xz) depends on xi and
x only through the link length r - Ixi - x , and is monotonically decreasing with r, the
edge set in (2.4) reduces to (2.1), where the maximum range is given by p - g- ,
with g(r) A g(xi, xj)|xji. This scenario corresponds to the disc-based Boolean
model 8(A, p). Various generalizations of this simple model are possible in order to
accommodate fading, interference, power control, and directional antennas.
The view of the Boolean model as a coverage process 8 is more appropriate for
infrastructure-based wireless networks, which rely on base stations (BS) to route the
packets in a centralized fashion. In this case, the underlying process H corresponds
to the base stations (BS) , and we may be interested in determining how many BSs
cover a mobile terminal (MT) placed at a some location, or what is the density of BSs
necessary to cover a given region of space.
On the other hand, the view of the Boolean model as a connectivity model G is
more appropriate for decentralized ad-hoc wireless networks, which do not rely on a
preexisting infrastructure. In this case, the underlying process I corresponds to the
mobile nodes (MN), which dynamically route the packets between them in a multi-
hop fashion. Specifically, the random graph G captures the connections that can be
established over the wireless network. We may be interested in determining how many
direct neighbours does a MN have, what is the shortest route to a given destination, or
what is the density of MNs necessary to ensure that there are no isolated nodes.
2.2.3 Percolation and Full Connectivity
In this section, we present various results characterizing global connectivity in the
Boolean graph. We first study percolation of the Boolean graph on the infinite plane,
and then full connectivity on a finite region.
Percolation theory studies the existence of phase transitions in random graphs,
whereby an infinite cluster of connected nodes suddenly arises as some system parameter
is varied. Percolation theory has been used study of connectivity in multi-hop wireless
networks in the infinite plane, where the formation of an unbounded cluster of nodes
is desirable for communication over arbitrarily long distances. In the following, we
characterize percolation in the disc-based Boolean graph G(A, p).
We start with some definitions. Let a component C(x) of node x in graph G be the
set of nodes which are connected to node x, possibly through multiple hops. Let p, be
the probability that the component containing node x = 0 has an infinite number of
nodes, i.e.,
Poo =- P{C(0) = 00}.
Now, considering a fixed radius p, we can define the critical density as
Ac(p) A inf{A : poo(A, p) > 0}.
The following theorem summarizes the main results concerning percolation in the
Boolean graph.
Theorem 2.2.1. For the Boolean graph G(A, p) and any fixed radius p, there exists a
critical density A, such that:
1. If A < AC, denoted as the subcritical phase, then po, = 0 and all the clusters are
a. s. bounded.2
2. If A > AC, denoted as the supercritical phase, then p, > 0 and the graph exhibits
a.s. a unique unbounded cluster of nodes.
Furthermore, for the normalized graph G(A, 1), the following bounds hold:
0.695 < Ac < 3.371.
Proof. See [71, Cha. 8]. 0
The theorem shows that the Boolean graph experiences a phase transition at the crit-
ical density Ac, whereby a unique unbounded component suddenly arises. Although an-
alytical expressions are not available for Ac, simulation results show that Ac ~ 1.436 1781.
The existence of an infinite component does not ensure that any two nodes are
connected together. For example, a node belonging to the infinite component cannot
communicate with a node outside that component. In this sense, percolation ensures
only partial connectivity of the network. In some scenarios, it is of interest to guarantee
that all nodes can communicate with each other, possibly through multiple hops, i.e., full
2We say that an event occurs "almost surely" (a.s.) if its probability is equal to 1.
connectivity. Note, however, that for networks defined over an infinite region, the
probability of full connectivity is exactly zero. Thus, to study of full connectivity, we
need to restrict our attention to a finite random network, or sequences of finite random
networks that grow larger in size.
Most results in the literature address the full connectivity problem by investigating
the scaling laws that describe the asymptotic behaviour of sequences of finite networks.
as the number of nodes increases. There are two alternative ways of producing networks
with a growing number of nodes: we can keep the network area constant and increase
the density of nodes to infinity (referred to as a dense network), or we can keep the
density constant and increase the network area to infinity (referred to as an extended
network). For the Boolean model, these two approaches are equivalent, since by ap-
propriate scaling of the distance lengths we can convert between dense and extended
networks.
In the following, we characterize full connectivity in the Boolean graph. Ve start
with some definitions. Let G1 (A, p) denote the restriction of the Boolean graph G(A, p)
to a finite box R of unit dimensions. The graph G1 is said to be fully connected if there
exists a path between every pair of nodes in the graph, so that the nodes form a single
connected cluster. It is intuitively expected that if we keep the radius p constant and
increase A -- oc, we can asymptotically achieve full connectivity with probability I.3
In fact, the radius p can decrease with A, and still guarantee full connectivity. The
following theorem describes the rate of decay of px with A for which the networks is
a.a.s. fully connected.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let the radius PA vary with the density A as
2 log A + aAWTPA 
- A
3 We say that an event occurs "asymptotically almost surely" (a.a.s.) if its probability approaches 1
as A -+ oo.
Then, G1(A, px) is a.a.s. fully connected iff a\ -- oo.
Proof. See [79]. A less rigorous proof also appears in [11].
Note that while Theorem 2.2.1 studies percolation by considering an infinite network
defined over an unbounded region, Theorem 2.2.2 studies full connectivity by consider-
ing sequences of finite networks, and deriving asymptotic properties as the number of
nodes approaches infinity.
2.3 Other Network Models
In this section, we present three additional network models: the random connection
model, the SINR model, and the nearest neighbour model. These random graphs are
also driven by point processes, but the edges between nodes are established using rules
different from the Boolean model. They find application in various branches of science,
namely in wireless networks, as a model for communication in the presence of random
propagation effects, interference, and power control.
2.3.1 Random Connection Model
In the random connection model (RCM) 180], each pair of nodes xi, j c I is directly
connected with some probability p(Xi , x), independently of every other pair. The
connection function p(xi, xo) maps R2 into [0, 1], and is assumed to depend only on the
distance Ixi - ojl. An example of the RCM is given in Fig. 2.2. In the special case of
p(xi, xj) = I{|xi - j I < p}, the edge set becomes (2.1), i.e., the RCM reduces to the
disc-based Boolean model.
The RCM model has applications in many branches of science. In physics, the con-
nection function p may represent the probability of formation of bonds between different
atoms. In epidemiology, it may represent the probability that one herd infects another
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Figure 2.2: Random connection model induced by a Poisson point process with den-
sity A = 4 m- 2. The connection function is p(Xi, x)= exp(-1O|xi -Xzf 4), which models
communication in the presence of path loss and Rayleigh fading, subject to a minimum
received SNR.
herd at a different location. In wireless networks, it may represent the probability that
the physical channel between two nodes can support reliable communication. A pos-
sible choice is p(, x =) Pz ,Pg(jz) > 0} where the RV Z is independent of i
and represents the random propagation effects (such as multipath fading or shadowing)
associated with link zxyj. The corresponding edge set is
E =xixy
P - g(Xi, xj, Zxi,,2)
: 2
> 0 (2.4)
where the RVs Z,,,,, xi # zj are IID, independent of I, and Z,,,j = Zxj, due to
channel reciprocity. This is an adequate model for communication in the presence of
random propagation effects, subject to a minimum received SNR.
2.3.2 SINR Model
The criterion in (2.4) is based on the ratio between the received signal power and the
noise power, and does not account for the possible interference due to simultaneous
transmission of other nodes in the network. The SINR model [81, 82] is able to ac-
count for such , which can degrade the quality of wireless links. In this model, two
nodes xi, xj E H are directly connected if the SINR exceeds the same threshold at both
ends. The resulting graph is undirected, with edge set
E -- Xi~~j P -g(xi, xj)>0(25E ={xixi : ;>0, (2.5)
92 + - P - max Eo g (xk, iXi)7 kb ( 1 g kx, Xi)
where 7 E [0, 1] accounts for the orthogonality of the codes employed in the spread
spectrum scheme. For a NB system, y = 1. For CDMA with perfect orthogonality,
y = 0, and (2.5) reduces to the Boolean model in (2.3). This in an adequate model
for communication in the presence of , subject to a minimum received SINR, in the
absence of fading.
2.3.3 Nearest Neighbour Model
In the nearest neighbour model (NNM) [831, each node x E H is connected to its
k nearest neighbours, where k is a chosen positive integer. An example of the NNM
is shown in Fig. 2.3. An important property of this model is scale invariance: scaling
all lengths in H by a constant factor does not affect the connections between nodes. In
particular, if H is homogeneous, the NNM does not depend on the density A of nodes,
but only on the parameter k. In the context of wireless networks, the NNM is an
adequate model for communication where a power control scheme ensures connectivity
to the k nearest nodes only.
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Figure 2.3: Nearest neighbour model with k = 1, induced by a Poisson point process
with density A = 4 m-.
2.4 Voronoi Tessellation
A tessellation is a collection of disjoint polyhedra whose closures cover Rd, and which is
locally finite (i.e., the number of polyhedra intersecting any given compact set is finite).
Given a generic point process H - {xi} C R , we define the Voronoi cell C, of the
point xi as the set of points of Rd which are closer to xi than any other point of II, i.e.,
C, = {y c Rd: y- l < Iy - l, V # zX}.
The collection {C,} of all the cells forms a random Voronoi tessellation with respect
to the underlying point process H [9]. An example of a Voronoi tessellation is shown in
Fig. 2.4.
Voronoi tessellations are applied as a nearest neighbour model in several branches of
science. In polymer physics, a Voronoi cell can be used to represent the free volume of
the polymer. In climatology, Voronoi tessellations are used to calculate the rainfall of
an area from a series of point measurements. In forestry, Voronoi diagrams are used to
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Figure 2.4: Voronoi tessellation induced by a Poisson point process with density A
5m-2.
study the growth patterns of canopies, and are helpful in developing predictive models
for forest fires. In computational chemistry, Voronoi cells defined by the positions of the
nuclei in a molecule are used to compute atomic charges. In wireless networks, it serves
as a basic model for a telephone network, where mobile terminals are connected to the
nearest base station (BS) [39, 40]. In this case, the underlying process I1 {=x} C R2
represents the BSs, and each Voronoi cell C2, represents the region covered by BS xi.
In particular, if a mobile terminal is located at y E Q, then it is served by BS xi.
This simple model can also be extended to account for random propagation effects
(e.g., shadowing due to obstruction), or stations with different power levels.
Chapter 3
Secrecy Model
Contemporary security systems for wireless networks are based on cryptographic prim-
itives that generally ignore two key factors: (a) the physical properties of the wireless
medium, and (b) the spatial configuration of both the legitimate and malicious nodes.
These two factors are important since they affect the communication channels between
the nodes, which in turn determine the fundamental secrecy limits of a wireless net-
work. In fact, the randomness introduced both by the physics of the wireless medium
and by the spatial location of the nodes can be leveraged to provide intr'insic security
of the communications infrastructure at the physical-layer level.
The basis for information-theoretic security, which builds on the notion of perfect
secrecy [411, was laid in [42] and later in [43]. Moreover, almost at the same time, the
basic principles of public-key cryptography, which lead to the predominance of com-
putational security, were published in [84]. More recently, there has been a renewed
interest in information-theoretic security over wireless channels. Space-tine signal pro-
cessing techniques for secure communication over wireless links are introduced in [45].
The secrecy of cooperative relay broadcast channels is considered in [51]. The case
of a fixed number of colluding eavesdroppers placed at the same location is analyzed
in [52]. The scenario of compound wiretap channels is considered in [85]. The capac-
ity of cognitive channels with secrecy constraints is analyzed in [86]. The achievable
secret communication rates using multiple-input multiple-output communications are
investigated in [46-50]. The secrecy capacity of various degraded fading channels is
established in [53]. A detailed characterization of the outage secrecy capacity of slow
fading channels is provided in [57]. The ergodic secrecy capacity of fading channels was
derived independently in [54, 55, 581. The notion of strong secrecy for wireless chan-
nels is introduced in [60]. Some secrecy properties of random geometric graphs were
presented in 187].
In this thesis, we are interested in the fundamental secrecy limits of large-scale wire-
less networks. The spatial location of the nodes can be modeled either deterministically
or stochastically. Deterministic models include square, triangular, and hexagonal lat-
tices in the two-dimensional plane [2-4], which are applicable when the position of the
nodes in the network is known exactly or is constrained to a regular structure. In con-
trast, in many important scenarios, only a statistical description of the node positions
is available, and thus a stochastic spatial model is the natural choice. In particular, the
Poisson point process [7] has been successfully used in the context of wireless networks,
most notably in what concerns connectivity and coverage [12-14], throughput [88,89],
interference [8,15-28,90,91], and sensor cooperation [33], among other topics.
In this chapter, we describe our system model and define our measures of secrecy.
Specifically, we introduce an information-theoretic definition of the intrinsically secure
communications graph (iS-graph), based on the notion of strong secrecy. The iS-graph
is a random geometric graph which captures the connections that can be securely es-
tablished over a large-scale network, in the presence of eavesdroppers.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the model for the wireless
propagation characteristics. Section 3.2 presents the model for wireless information-
theoretic security and defines our measure of secrecy. Section 3.3 introduces the notion
of iS-graph.
3.1 Wireless Propagation Characteristics
In a wireless environment, the received power Prx(Xi, xy) associated with the link z5j
can be written as
Prx(xi, Xj) = Pf - g(Xi, x, Z,a,, (3.1)
where Pj is the (common) transmit power of the legitimate nodes; and g(xi, xz, Zx ,x) is
the power gain of the link zx), where the RV Zxix represents the random propagation
effects (such as multipath fading or shadowing) associated with link xjx). We consider
that the ,,, x are IID RVs with common PDF fz(z), and that x,
due to channel reciprocity. The channel gain g(zi, xy, Zxn,.) is considered constant
(quasi-static) throughout the use of the communications channel, which corresponds
to channels with a large coherence time. The gain function is assumed to satisfy the
following conditions:
1. g(xi, x, Z2,2,) depends on xi and xj only through the link length Ixi - xj|; with
abuse of notation, we can write g(r, z) g(Xi, Xz, Z)||XjI'r.1
2. g(r, z) is continuous and strictly decreasing in r.
3. lim, g(r, z) = 0.
The proposed model is general enough to account for common choices of g. One ex-
ample is the unbounded model where g(r, z) = . The term 1L accounts for the
far-field path loss with distance, where the amplitude loss exponent b is environment-
dependent and can approximately range from 0.8 (e.g., hallways inside buildings) to 4
(e.g., dense urban environments), with b = 1 corresponding to free space propagation.
This model is analytically convenient, but since the gain becomes unbounded as the
distance approaches zero, it must be used with care for extremely dense networks. An-
other example is the bounded model where g('r, z) = ' . This model has the same
'For notational simplicity, when Z = 1, we omit the second argurnent of the function g(r, z) and
simply use g(r).
far-field dependence as the unbounded model, but eliminates the singularity at the ori-
gin. Unfortunately, it often leads to intractable analytical results. The effect of the
singularity at r = 0 on the performance evaluation of a wireless system is considered
in [92].
Furthermore, by appropriately choosing of the distribution of Z,,,,, both models
can account for various random propagation effects, including:
1. Path loss only: Z,,,, = 1.
2. Path loss and Nakagami-m fading: Z,,, = a 2 where a2  g(mrr, -).2
3. Path loss and log-normal shadowing: Zx,, = exp(2-sG,,x), where Gxi.x,
NA(0, 1).3 The term exp(2osGx,,x) has a log-normal distribution, where os, is the
shadowing coefficient.
4. Path loss, Nakagami-ma fading, and log-normal shadowing: Z,,,= a 2jexp(2-G
where a ~ 9(m, 1), G-, ~ N(0, 1), with a,, independent of G .
3.2 Wireless Information-Theoretic Security
We now define our measure of secrecy more precisely. While our main interest is targeted
towards the behavior of large-scale networks, we briefly review the setup for a single
legitimate link with a single eavesdropper. The results thereof will serve as basis for
the notion of iS-graph to be established later.
Consider the model depicted in Fig. 3.1, where a legitimate user (Alice) wants to
send messages to another user (Bob). Alice encodes a message s, represented by a
discrete RV, into a codeword, represented by the complex random sequence of length n,
x" = (x(1), . . . , x(n)) c Cn, for transmission over the channel. Bob observes the output
2 Ve use 9(x, 0) to denote a gamma distribution with mean x and variance x02.
3 We use A(p, U2 ) to denote a Gaussian distribution with nean p and variance Ou.
Legitimate channel
encoder decoder Se
decoder Se
Eavesdropper channel Eve
Figure 3.1: Wireless wiretap channel.
of a discrete-time channel (the legitimate channel), which at time i is given by
y(i) = he -x(i) + me(i), 1 <i < n,
where he C C is the quasi-static amplitude gain of the legitimate channel,4 and wt(i)
Nc(0, o-j) is AWGN with power o-T per complex sample.5 Bob makes a decision se on s
based on the output ye, incurring in an error probability equal to IP{s§ # s}. A third
party (Eve) is also capable of eavesdropping on Alice's transmissions. Eve observes the
output of a discrete-time channel (the eavesdropper's channel), which at time i is given
by
ye(i) = he - x (i) + we (i), 1 < I < n,
where he C C is the quasi-static amplitude gain of the eavesdropper channel, and
We(i) ~ M(0, o-') is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power o- per complex
sample. It is assumed that the signals x, he, he, we, and We are mutually independent.
Each codeword transmitted by Alice is subject to the average power constraint of Pf
4The amplitude gain h can be related to the power gain in (3.1) as g(re, Ze) = |hf|2, where r and
Ze are, respectively, the length and random propagation effects of the legitimate link.
5We use N (0, o2 ) to denote a circularly symmetric (CS) complex Gaussian distribution, where the
real and imaginary parts are IID A(O, a-2 /2).
Alice Bob
per complex symbol, i.e.,
-E E{|x(i)|2 } Fe. (3.2)
i=1
WNe define the transmission rate between Alice and Bob as
A H(s)
n
where H(-) denotes the entropy function.
Throughout the thesis, we use strong secrecy as the condition for information-
theoretic security, and define it as follows 159].
Definition 3.2.1 (Strong Secrecy). The rate 9* is said to be achievable with strong
secrecy if Ve > 0, for sufficiently large n, there exists an encoder-decoder pair with
rate R satisfying the following conditions:
H(syn) > H(s) - e,
I e -s}Ie
We define the maximum secrecy rate (MSR) R of the legitimate channel to be
the maximum rate g* that is achievable with strong secrecy.6 If the legitimate link
operates at a rate below the MSR g, there exists an encoder-decoder pair such that the
eavesdropper is unable to obtain additional information about s from the observation yg,
in the sense that H(slyn) approaches H(s) as the codeword length n grows. It was
shown in [44,57] that for a given realization of the channel gains he, he, the MSR of the
6See [60] for a comparison between the concepts of weak and strong secrecy. In the case of Gaussian
noise, the MSR is the same under the weak and strong secrecy conditions.
Gaussian wiretap channel is
P+ -|h1',|2 + P j -|he|12 - +3 3(xi, xj) log 2  1 + ) log 2  1 + 2 ) , (33)
in bits per complex dimension, where [x]+ = max{x, 0}.7 In the next sections, we use
these basic results to analyze secrecy in large-scale networks.
3.3 iS-Graph
Consider a wireless network where legitimate nodes and potential eavesdroppers are
randomly scattered in space, according to some point process. The iS-graph is a conve-
nient geometrical representation of the information-theoretically secure links that can
be established on such network. In the following, we introduce a precise definition of
the iS-graph, based on the notion of strong secrecy.
Definition 3.3.1 (iS-graph). Let UH1= {x= } C R' denote the set of legitimate 'nodes,
and Ue ={ej} C Rd denote the set of eavesdroppers. The iS-graph is the directed
graph G {UJ, S} with vertex set 1 and edge set
S=xix :(xi, xj) > g}, (3.4)
where g is a threshold representing the prescribed infimum secrecy rate for each com-
munication link; and ,(xi, x) is the MSR, for a given realization of the channel gains,
of the link between the transmitter xi and the receiver xj, given by
[lol 2 ( 1+Prx(xi, xy) lo Prxx(i, e*) (35)(1,09)= o2 1 7 + - lg2 1r + 235
7 Operationally, the MSR & can be achieved if Alice first estimates h, and he (i.e., has full CSI), and
then uses a code that achieves MSR in the AWGN channel. Estimation of he is possible, for instance,
when Eve is another active user in the wireless network, so that Alice can estimate the eavesdropper's
channel during Eve's transmissions. As we shall see, the iS-graph model presented in this thesis relies
on an outage formulation, and therefore does not make assumptions concerning availability of full CS.
with
e argmax Px(zi, ek). (3.6)
CkEiRe
This definition presupposes that the eavesdroppers are not allowed to collude (i.e., they
cannot exchange or combine information), and therefore only the eavesdropper with the
strongest received signal from xi determines the MSR between x and j. The case of
colluding eavesdroppers is analyzed in Section 4.4.
The iS-graph admits an outage interpretation, in the sense that legitimate nodes
set a target secrecy rate p at which they transmit without knowing the channel state
information (CSI) of the legitimate nodes and eavesdroppers. In this context, an edge
between two nodes signifies that the corresponding channel is not in secrecy outage.
Consider now the particular scenario where the following conditions hold: (a) the
infimum desired secrecy rate is zero, i.e., o = 0; (b) the wireless environment introduces
only path loss, i.e., Z, = 1 in (3.1); and (c) the noise powers of the legitimate users
andeaesdoper ar eua, ie. U2 2 - 9and eavesdroppers are equal, i.e., o = = o Note that by setting p = 0, we are
considering the existence of secure links, in the sense that an edge xjxj is present if and
only if (xi, xo) > 0. In this scenario, the edge set E in (3.4) simplifies in this case to
8- {xJ :l|xi - xyl < Iz - e*j, e* = argmin xi - Ck}, (3.7)
i.e., the transmitter xi can communicate with information-theoretic security with xo
at some positive rate if and only if xj is closer to xi than any other eavesdropper.
Thus, in the special case where o = 0. Z,, 1, and o o , the iS-graph is
characterized by a simple geometrical description. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of such
an iS-graph. Note that the description in (3.7) - and therefore all results that will
follow from it - do not depend on the specific form of the function gq(r), as long as
it satisfies the conditions in Section 3.1. The special case in (3.7) was also considered
in [87], starting from a formulation of security based on geometrical - not information-
I Legitimate node X
X Eavesdropper node
Figure 3.2: Example of an iS-graph on R2, considering that the secrecy rate threshold
is zero, the wireless environment introduces only path loss, and the noise powers of
the legitimate and eavesdropper nodes are equal. In such scenario, a transmitter x is
connected to a receiver xj if and only if xj is closer to xi than any other eavesdropper,
as described in (3.7).
theoretic - considerations.
The spatial location of the nodes can be modeled either deterministically or stochas-
tically. However, in many important scenarios, only a statistical description of the node
positions is available, and thus a stochastic spatial model is more suitable. In partic-
ular, when the node positions are unknown to the network designer a priori, we may
as well treat them as completely random according to a homogeneous Poisson point
process 17].8 The Poisson process has maximum entropy among all homogeneous pro-
cesses [93], and serves as a simple and useful model for the position of nodes in a
network.
Definition 3.3.2 (Poisson iS-graph). The Poisson iS-graph is an iS-graph where
Ue, IH c R d are mutually independent, homogeneous Poisson point processes with den-
sities At and Ae, respectively.
In the next chapters (unless otherwise indicated), we focus on Poisson iS-graphs in
R2. We use {Rf,j}gi and {Re,} i to denote the ordered random distances between
the origin of the coordinate system and the nodes in Hf and He, respectively, where
Rf,1  Rt.2 < ... and Re, < Re,2 K.
8The spatial Poisson process is a natural choice in such situation because, given that a node is
inside a region R, the PDF of its position is conditionally uniform over R.
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Chapter 4
Local Characterization of the
iS-Graph
The iS-graph introduced in Chapter 3 is a random geometric graph which captures
the connections that can be securely established over a large-scale network, in the
presence of eavesdroppers. In this chapter, we characterize the iS-graph in terms of
local properties, i.e., the relationships between a node and its immediate neighbours.
Later in Chapter 5, we will characterize the global properties of the iS-graph, which
concern connectivity over multiple hops. The main contributions of this chapter are as
follows:
" Local connectivity in the iS-graph: We provide a complete probabilistic character-
ization of both in-degree and out-degree of a typical node in the Poisson iS-graph,
using fundamental tools of stochastic geometry.
" Techniques for communication 'with enhanced secrecy: We proposed sectorized
transmission and eavesdropper neutralization as two techniques for enhancing
the secrecy of communication, and quantify their effectiveness in terms of the
resulting average node degrees.
" Maximum secrecy rate (MSR) in the iS-graph: We provide a complete probabilis-
tic characterization of the MSR between a typical node of the Poisson iS-graph
and each of its neighbors. In addition, we derive expressions for the probability
of existence of a non-zero MSR, and the probability of secrecy outage.
" The case of colluding eavesdroppers: We provide a characterization of the MSR
and average node degrees for scenarios in which the eavesdroppers are allowed
to collude, i.e, exchange and combine information. We quantify exactly how
eavesdropper collusion degrades the secrecy properties of the legitimate nodes, in
comparison to a non-colluding scenario.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 characterizes local connectivity in the
Poisson iS-graph. Section 4.2 analyzes two techniques for enhancing the secrecy of
communication. Section 4.3 considers the MSR between a node and its neighbours.
Section 4.4 characterizes the case of colluding eavesdroppers.
4.1 Local Connectivity in the Poisson iS-Graph
In graph theory, the node degrees are an important property of a graph, since they
describe the connectivity between a node and its immediate neighbors. In a graph,
the in-degree and out-degree of a vertex are, respectively, the number of edges entering
and exiting the vertex. Since the iS-graph is a random graph. the in- and out-degrees
of the legitimate nodes are RVs. In this section, we provide a complete probabilistic
characterization of both in-degree Nh, and out-degree Nut of a typical node in the
Poisson iS-graph.1 We first consider the simplest case of p =.0 (the existence of secure
links), Z = 1 (path loss only), and o = o (equal noise powers) in Sections 4.1.2,
1In this thesis, we analyze the local properties of a typical node in the iS-graph. This notion
is made precise in [9, Sec. 4.41 using Palm theory. Specifically, Slivnyak's theorem states that the
properties observed by a typical legitimate node x E Ife are the same as those observed by node 0 in
the process fIj U {0}. Informally, a typical node of He is one that is uniformly picked from a finite
region expanding to R2 . In this thesis, we often omit the word "typical" for brevity.
4.1.1, and 4.1.3. This scenario leads to an iS-graph with a simple geometric description,
thus providing various insights that are useful in understanding more complex cases.
Later, in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5, we separately analyze how the node degrees are
affected by wireless propagation effects other than path loss (e.g., multipath fading), a
non-zero secrecy rate threshold o, and unequal noise powers o, of.
We start by showing that under the simple geometric description in (3.7), the dis-
tributions of the in- and out-degree of a node depend exclusively on the ratio of densi-
ties X.
Property 4.1.1. In the case of p = 0, Z, = 1, and a, = oj, the probability mass
functions (PAIFs) pN (n) and ppr (n) of a node depend on the densities Af and Ae only
through the ratio A.
Proof. Consider a given realization of the processes HL and 1e, with densities Ae and
he, respectively. This induces an iS-graph G = (Li, 8) with vertex set He and edge
set S given by (4.33). We now apply the transformation x --> v/Cx in R2, resulting in
scaled processes v/FJf and V/cLie, with densities L and L, respectively. Note that theC C
iS-graph O = {c/i, S} corresponding to the scaled processes has exactly the same
edge set as G, because the scaling transformation does not change the geometrical
configuration of the network. We then conclude that the node degree distributions
before and after scaling are the same, and hence only depend on the ratio g. This
concludes the proof. El
4.1.1 In-Degree Characterization
The characterization of the in-degree relies on the notion of Voronoi tessellation, which
we now introduce. A planar tessellation is a collection of disjoint polygons whose
closures cover R2, and which is locally finite (i.e., the number of polygons intersecting
any given compact set is finite). Given a generic point process L= {xi } C R2, we
define the Voronoi cell C, of the point xi as the set of points of R2 which are closer to
xi than any other point of H, i.e.,
CV, = {y C R2 : ly - xi < jy - xj1, Vxj z xi}.
The collection {Cs} of all the cells forms a random Voronoi tessellation with respect
to the underlying point process H. Let Co denote the typical Voronoi cell, i.e., the
Voronoi cell associated with a point placed at the origin, according to Slivnyak's theo-
rem. Using the notions just introduced, the following theorem provides a probabilistic
characterization of the in-degree of the iS-graph.
Theorem 4.1.1. The in-degree Nin of a typical node in the Poisson iS-graph has the
following moment generating function (MGF)
MT (s) = E exp A(es - 1) , (4.1)
where A is the area of a typical Voronoi cell induced by a unit-density Poisson process.
Furthermore, all the moments of Nin are given by
Vir-n 
At/
E{f } l S(n, k) IE{Ak}, n>1 (4.2)
k=1
where S(n, k), 1 < k < n, are the Stirling numbers of the second kind [94, Ch. 24].
Proof. Using Slivnyak's theorem [9, Sec. 4.4], we consider the process Hf U {0} obtained
by adding a legitimate node to the origin of the coordinate system, and denote the in-
degree of the node at the origin by Nin. The RV Nir corresponds to the number of
nodes from the process He that fall inside the typical Voronoi cell Co constructed from
the process He U {0}. This is depicted in Fig. 4.1. Denoting the random area of such a
X ,
Nin = 2
Figure 4.1: In-degree of a node. In this example, the node at the origin can receive
messages with information-theoretic security from Nin = 2 nodes. The RV A is the
area of a typical Voronoi cell, induced by the eavesdropper Poisson process Ile with
density Ae.
cell by A, the MGF of Nin is given by
AINi (s) =E{esNi }
= E{exp (AfA(e" - 1))
where we used the fact that conditioned on A, the RV Ni1, is Poisson distributed with
parameter A\A. If A denotes the random area of a typical Voronoi cell induced by a
unit-density Poisson process, then A =Ae and (4.1) follows. This completes the first
half of the proof.
To obtain the moments of Ni, we use Dobinski's formula [951
00 -p k
E k" k!
k=0
n
- p kS(n, k),
k=1
which establishes the relationship between the n-th moment of a Poisson RV with
iwmw lvnldh
mean y and the Stirling numbers of the second kind, S(n, k). Then,
E{N,}= E {E{Nin IA}}
E {(A)kS(
k=1
n k
k=1 e
S(n, k) E{ Ak
for n > 1. This is the result in (4.2) and the second half of proof is concluded.
Equation (4.2) expresses the moments of Nin in terms of the moments of A. Note
that the Stirling numbers of the second kind can be obtained recursively as
S(n, k) - S(n - 1, k - 1) + kS(n - 1, k),
S(n, n) = S(n, 1) = 1,
or explicitly as
S(n, k) = 1
k
-
Table 4.1 provides some values for S(n, k).
(k - i)".
In general, E{Ak} cannot be obtained
in closed form, except in the case of k = 1, which is derived below in (4.5). For
k = 2 and k = 3, E{Ak} can be expressed as multiple integrals and then computed
numerically [96-98]. Alternatively, the moments of A can be determined using Monte
Carlo simulation of random Poisson-Voronoi tessellations [1, 99, 100]. The first four
moments of A are given in Table 4.2.
The above theorem can be used to obtain the in-connectivity properties a node,
such as the in-isolation probability, as given in the following corollary.
n\k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1
2 1 1
3 1 3 1
4 1 7 6 1
5 1 15 25 10 1
6 1 31 90 65 15 1
7 1 63 301 350 140 21 1
Table 4.1: Stirling numbers of the second kind.
k 1 2 3 4
E{1k} 1 1.280 1.993 3.650
Table 4.2: First four moments of the random area A of a typical Voronoi cell, induced
by a unit-density Poisson process [.
Corollary 4.1.1. The average in-degree of a typical node in the Poisson iS-graph is
E{Nin} (4.3)
and the probability that a typical node cannot receive from, anyone with positive secrecy
rate (in-isolation) is
Pin-isol E {e V .
Proof. Setting n = 1 in (4.2), we obtain E{Nin} = -E{Z}. Noting that
2J 1R2 1{z E Co}dz,
where Co is the typical Voronoi cell induced by a unit-density Poisson process I, we
(4.4)
can write2
E{Z} / P{z E Co}dz (4.5)
J I 2 OB(|z| } }dz (4.6)
jefr j - rr2rdrdO
=1.
Equation (4.5) follows from Fubini's Theorem, while (4.6) follows from the fact that,
for any z E R2, the event {z c Co} is equivalent to having no points of H in B2(Iz|),
as depicted in Fig. 4.2(a). This completes the proof of (4.3). To derive (4.4), note
that the RV Nin conditioned on A is Poisson distributed with parameter AfA, and thus
Pin-isol = PN, (0) = E{pN~IA(0)} = E {e-A }
We can obtain an alternative expression for (4.4) by performing a power series
expansion of the exponential function, resulting in
(X -1)* k k
Pin-isol = k! A EAk j
k-O k (AeJ
This equation expresses Pin-iso, as a power series with argument L, since E{A} are
deterministic. The power series can be truncated, since the summands become smaller
as k -+ oc.
2We use B (p) A {y c R2 : |y - x < p} to denote the closed two-dimensional ball centered at
point x, with radius p.
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Figure 4.2: Auxiliary diagrams.
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4.1.2 Out-Degree Characterization
Theorem 4.1.2. The out-degree Nut of a typical node in the Poisson iS-graph has the
following geometric PMF
PN0.11t(n)-(e Ae) (Ae >Ae 0. (4.7)
Proof. We consider the process He U {0} obtained by adding a legitimate node to the
origin of the coordinate system, and denote the out-degree of the origin by Neut. The
RV Nome corresponds to the number of nodes from the process Ult that fall inside the
circle with random radius Re,1 centered at the origin, i.e., Nout #{Re, : Re,i < Re,I}.
This is depicted in Fig. 4.3. To determine the PMF of Nout, consider the one-dimensional
arrival processes He {R }gi and He = {Re }c1. As can be easily shown using the
mapping theorem [7, Section 2.31, He and He are independent homogeneous Poisson
processes with arrival rates 7Af and 7rAe, respectively. When there is an arrival in the
merged process Ut U Ule, it comes from process Le with probability p - 'At - A+ ,
and from He with probability 1 - p = , and these events are independent for
different arrivals [101]. Since the event {Nout = n} is equivalent to the occurrence
of n arrivals from U1 followed by one arrival from He, then we have the geometric
PMF pN., (n) p"(1 - p), n > 0, with parameter p = . This is the result in (4.7)
and the proof is completed. E
Note that this particular result was also derived in [87]. The above theorem can
be used to obtain the out-connectivity properties a node, such as the out-isolation
probability, as given in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1.2. The average out-degree of a typical node in the Poisson iS-graph is
E{Nout} - , (4.8)
Nut - 3
Figure 4.3: Out-degree of a node. In this example, the node at the origin can transmit
messages with information-theoretic security to Neut = 3 nodes.
and the probability that a typical node cannot transmit to anyone with positive secrecy
rate (out-isolation) is
pout-isoi XA + A, (4.9)
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.1.2. El
4.1.3 General Relationships Between In- and Out-Degree
We have so far considered the probabilistic distribution of the in- and out-degrees in a
separate fashion. This section establishes a direct comparison between some character-
istics of the in- and out-degrees.
Property 4.1.2. For the Poisson iS-graph with At > 0 and Ae > 0, the average degrees
of a typical node satisfy
E{Nin}=E{Nt} = (4.10)
Proof. This follows directly by comparing (4.8) and (4.3).
The property E{Nin} = E{Nout} is valid in general for any directed random graph.
Property 4.1.3. For the Poisson iS-graph with Ae > 0 and Ae > 0, the probabilities of
in- and out-isolation of a typical node satisfy
Pin-isoi < Pout-iso. (4.11)
Proof. Let He{R} #{fne n R} denote the number of eavesdroppers inside region R.
With this definition, we can rewrite the edge set S in (4.33) as
E =I { : e{Bxj(|i - Xjl} = 0}, (4.12)
i.e., x is connected to xj if and only if the ball centered at x with radius Ixi - zy I is free
of eavesdroppers. We consider the process Hf U{0} obtained by adding a legitimate node
to the origin of the coordinate system. Let zi denote the ordered points in process HTI
of legitimate nodes, such that 21|1 < 1|2 < .... From (4.12), the node at the origin is
out-isolated if and only if He{Bo(|j|)} > 1 for all j > 1. This is depicted in Fig. 4.2(b).
Since the balls Bo(|zj|), j > 1, are concentric at the origin, we have that
Pout-isoi = P (Ie(Bo (Iz l)} > 1} .
Similarly, we see from (4.12) that the node at the origin is in-isolated if and only if
Ie{B Izil} D 1 for all i > 1. This is depicted in Fig. 4.2(c). Then,
Pin-isoi = P All f e(Ej(|Mxil) 1) (4.13)
i=1
< Pf{Ue{B.; (|zi l)} > 1} (4.14)
=IP {U 0 {Bo(1x)} 1} (4.15)
Pout-isol-
The fact that the inequality in (4.14) is strict proved in Appendix A. Equation (4.15)
follows from the spatial invariance of the homogeneous Poisson process He. This con-
cludes the proof.
Intuitively, out-isolation is more likely than in-isolation because out-isolation only
requires that one or more eavesdroppers are closer than the nearest legitimate node -1.
On the other hand, in-isolation requires that every ball By (Iil), i > 1, has one or more
eavesdroppers, which is less likely. Property 4.1.3 can then be restated in the following
way: it is easier for an individual node to be in-connected than out-connected.
4.1.4 Effect of the Wireless Propagation Characteristics
We have so far analyzed the local connectivity of the iS-graph in the presence of path
loss only. However, wireless propagation typically introduces random propagation ef-
fects such as multipath fading and shadowing, which are modeled by the RV Z,,,2, in
(3.1). In this section, we aim to quantify the impact of such propagation effects on the
local connectivity of a node.
Considering g = 0, o= o= = o2 , and arbitrary propagation effects Z,,,2, with
PDF fz(z), we can combine (3.5) with the general propagation model of (3.1) and
write
(xi, x) = max log2 (1 g(i -x3 1 ZXi'Xj) (4.16)
-1092 +Pf g(|zXi - e*|1, Zzee ),
- log2  1+ 2 (x~ Z~e*~ ,O
where
e argmax g(0Xi - eI , Zk). (4.17)
After some algebra, the edge set for the resulting iS-graph can be written as
E8= {z : g(|xi - Xj|, Zx,,j) > g(|xi - e*|, Zxi,e*), e* = argmax g(|x - ekl, Zxi,ek).
ekEne
(4.18)
Unlike the case of path-loss only, where the out-connections of a node are determined
only by the closest eavesdropper, here they are determined by the eavesdropper with the
least attenuated channel. We start by characterizing the distribution of the out-degree
by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.3. For the Poisson iS-graph with propagation effects Zx,,,, whose PDF
is given by a continuous function fz(z), the PMVJF of the out-degree None of a typical
node is given in (4.7), and is invariant with respect to fz(z).
Proof. We consider the process Ul U {O} obtained by adding a legitimate node to the
origin of the coordinate system, and denote the out-degree of the node at the origin by
Nout. For the legitimate nodes, let the distances to the origin (not necessarily ordered)
be Rj A xil, xi C HJ., and the corresponding channel propagation effects be Zf,i.
Similarly, we can define Re,i j eil, es E He, and Z for the eavesdroppers. Define
also the loss function as l(r, z) A 1/g(r, z). We can now consider the one-dimensional
loss processes for the legitimate nodes, Ae A {Lji}gi with Le,i l(R,, Ze,) and for
the eavesdroppers, Ae {Le,i} i with Le,i A l(Re, Ze,i). Note that loss process {Le,i}
can be interpreted as a stochastic mapping of the distance process {Re,i}, where the
mapping depends on the random sequence {Z},i} (a similar statement can be made
for {Le,i}, {Re,i}, and {Ze,i}). With these definitions, the out-degree of node 0 can be
expressed as N 1ut = #{Lfj : L < mink Le,k}, i.e., it is the number of occurrences in the
process At before the first occurrence in the process Ae. In the remainder of the proof,
we first characterize the processes Ae and Ae; then, using appropriate transformations,
we map them into homogeneous processes, where the distribution of Nout can be readily
determined.
Since the RVs {Ze,i} are IID in i and independent of {Rj}, we know from the
marking theorem [7, Section 5.2] that the points {(Ri, Ze,i)} form a non-homogeneous
Poisson process on R+ x R+ with density 27Afrfz(z), where fz(z) is the PDF of
Zti. Then, from the mapping theorem [7, Section 2.3], At = {l(Rjj, Ztj)} is also a
non-homogeneous Poisson process on R+ with density denoted by AA, (1).3 Further-
more, the process At can be made homogeneous through the transformation A,(t) A
f' AA,(l)dl, such that M,(Ae) is a Poisson process with density 1. The homogenizing
function MA,(t) can be calculated as follows
MC (t) =o AA, (1 d
27Airfz.,(z)dr-dzJ J o<l(rz)<t
Using a completely analogous reasoning for the process Ae, its homogenizing func-
3In our theorem, the continuity of the function fz(z) is sufficient to ensure that Af is a Poisson
process. In general, we may allow Dirac impulses in fz(z), as long as the distinct points {(Re,i, Zi,2)}
do not pile on top of one another when forming the process Ate {l(Re,i, Zi)}.
tion M (t) can be written as
M,(t)= AA,()dl
I 1 (z2 7r Aer fz,(z)dr dz.
But since fz,(z) = fz(z), it follows that Al,(t) = Mse(t) The out-degree Neu can
now be easily obtained in the homogenized domain. Consider that both processes Ae
and Ae are homogenized by the same transformation A,(-), such that MA,(A 1) and
MA, (Ae) are independent Poisson processes with density 1 and :. Furthermore, since
MA, (-) is monotonically increasing, Nout can be re-expressed as
Nout =#{Le7i Lei < min Le,},
k
= L,j : MA,(Lj,) < MA,(min Le,k).k
In this homogenized domain, the propagation effects have disappeared, and the problem
is now equivalent to that in Theorem 4.1.2. Specifically, when there is an arrival in the
merged process A,(A) U A,(Ae), it comes from process 1 aX, (Ae) with probability p =
1+I A , and from MA, (Ae) with probability 1 - p A . As a result, Nout
has the geometric PMF PNou, (r) = p(1 - p), n > 0., with parameter p = A This is
exactly the same PMF as the one given in (4.7), and is therefore invariant with respect
to the distribution fz(z). This concludes the proof.
Intuitively, the propagation environment affect both the legitimate nodes and eaves-
droppers in the same way (in the sense that Zf,i and Ze,,i have the same distribution),
such that the PMF of Neut is invariant with respect to the PDF fz(z). However, the
PMF of Ni, does depend on fz(z) in a non-trivial way, although its mean remains the
same, as specified in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1.3. For the Poisson iS-graph with propagation effects Z,,,, distributed
according to fz(z),. the average node degrees are
AeE{Nin} =E{No~t} = , (4.19)
for any distribution fz(z).
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.1.3 and the fact that E{NVi} = E{N out}
in any directed random graph. ]
We thus conclude that the expected node degrees are invariant with respect to the
distribution characterizing the propagation effects, and always equal the ratio A, of
spatial densities.
4.1.5 Effect of the Secrecy Rate Threshold and Noise Powers
W/e have so far analyzed the local connectivity of the iS-graph based on the existence of
positive MSR, by considering that the infimum desired secrecy rate is zero, i.e., g = 0 in
(3.4). This implies that the edge jx7 is present if and only if there exists a positive rate
at which x can transmit to og with information-theoretic security. We have furthermore
considered that the noise powers of the legitimate users and eavesdroppers are equal,
i.e., of = of in (3.5). Under these two conditions, the iS-graph can be reduced to
the simple geometric description in (3.7), where the edge zizj is present if and only if
xj is closer to x than any other eavesdropper. In this section, we study the effect of
non-zero secrecy rate threshold, i.e., o > 0, and unequal noise powers, i.e., o 2 o, on
the iS-graph.
Considering Z,,xj 1 and arbitrary noise powers o, o7 we can combine (3.5) with
the general propagation model of (3.1) and write( Pf -g (|x.V - zj |) Pi -g(|xi - e*|}
(xi, x) =max log 2 1 + 2 -log 2 2+  K ) } 2e
(4.20)
where
e* = argmin |xi - ekl. (4.21)
ckEFe
We can now replace this expression for & (xi, xj) into (3.4) while allowing an arbitrary
threshold p. After some algebra, the edge set for the resulting iS-graph can be written
as
2 2
s = x : g(|xi-xy ) > (21g(|xj-e*|)+ (212-1), e* = argminIxi - ek}. (4.22)
By setting g = 0 and o = U in (4.22) we obtain the edge set in (3.7) as a special case.
However, for arbitrary parameters o, o, oa, the iS-graph can no longer be characterized
by the simple geometric description of (3.7). We now analyze the impact of the secrecy
rate threshold o and the noise powers o, o2 on the average node degrees, for a general
channel gain function g(r).
Property 4.1.4. For the Poisson iS-graph with edge set in (4.22) and any chan-
nel gain function g(r) satisfying the conditions in Section 3.1, the average node de-
grees E{N0on} = E{ Ni} are decreasing functions of o and or', and increasing functions
of a 2
Proof. We prove the theorem with a coupling argument. We consider the process I, U
{0} obtained by adding a legitimate node to the origin of the coordinate system, and
denote the out-degree of the node at the origin by Nomu. Let Re, A minejre leil be the
random distance between the origin and its closest eavesdropper. We first consider the
variation of E{Nou1 t} with p, for fixed oa, o2. Let
X(P) A {x E H : g(|xi|) > 0 2 g(Re1 ) + (29 - 1){ 22oe Pf
be the set of legitimate nodes to which the origin is out-connected. With this definition,
E{Not (g)} = Ere,Re,1(#X g),
where we have explicitly indicated the dependence of E{Not } on g. Since t2g(Re,1)+
02
S(2 - 1) is increasing in p, for each realization of II and Re,1 we have that X(gi) ->
X(0 2 ), whenever 0 < pi < 92. This implies that El,Re,1{#X(gi)} > En,ReI{#X(92)},
or equivalently, E{N 1out(g 1)} ;> E{Nout(02)} for 0 < o1 < 92, and thus E{Nout(g)} is
decreasing with p. A similar argument holds for the parameters o-, of, showing that
E{Nc)t} is decreasing with U2 and increasing with o. This concludes the proof. -
In essence, by increasing the secrecy rate threshold p, the requirement R, o) > g
for any two nodes xi, xz to be securely connected becomes stricter, and thus the local
connectivity (as measured by the average node degrees) becomes worse. On the other
hand, increasing o0- or decreasing o makes the requirement &(zi, x) > p harder to
satisfy for any two legitimate nodes xi, z. As a result, the local connectivity (as
measured by the average node degrees) becomes worse.
The exact dependence of the average node degree on the parameters g, o-2, o2 de-
pends on the function g(r). To gain further insights, we now consider the specific
channel gain function
1
g(r) r > 0. (4.23)
r
2 b'I
This function has been widely used in the literature to model path loss behavior as a
function of distance, and satisfies the conditions in Section 3.1. Replacing (4.23) into
(4.22) and rearranging terms, the edge set reduces to
= iz: xi - x 4 I< 2I 1/2b, e argmin |xi - ek .1'2Q + ( !- 2(2 - 1)|x 2 - ekene
(4.24)
For this case, a characterization of the first order moments of N" and Neut is possible,
and is provided in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.4. For the Poisson iS-graph with secrecy rate threshold 0, noise pow-
ers oj2o-g2, and channel gain function g(r) = ' , the average node degrees are
E{Nin} - E{Nout} = r2AA
00 ~ xe-7Aex
(2 1/- dxO' 29 + -( 2Q - 1)zb
Ae 1
e 12" 20 + (20 - 1)
(4.25)
(4.26)
Proof. We consider the process HIe U {0} obtained by adding a legitimate node to the
origin of the coordinate system, and denote the out-degree of the node at the origin by
Nout. Let Re, j minEJne leil be the random distance between the origin and its closest
eavesdropper. Define the function
6(r) A r > 0, (4.27)
(42Q + '2(2 - 1)r2b)/
so that (4.24) can simply be written as S = {z x : |zi - xj| < $(|zj - e*|)}. This
function is depicted in Figure 4.4. The average out-degree is then given by
E{Nout} = Ere,Re ,Iff1o(O(Re,1))}}
= 7FAERei f6/,22(Re,1)}
_ 1'_ _ )1/2b
o (2 -1))
-- im r
x x m {Re,j}
Figure 4.4: The effect of non-zero secrecy rate threshold g and unequal noise pow-
ers of, o2 on the average node degree, for the case of g(r) = 1 . The function 4'(r) was
defined in (4.27).
Defining X A R2,1 , we can write
2 (Pe29 - 1)Xb)
00
(42 + (29 1)Xb) 1/
'a- P
(4.28)11b
be
where we used the fact that X is an exponential RV with mean 1. This proves the7rAe
result in (4.25). To obtain the upper bound, we note that the function inside the
expectation in (4.28) is concave in x, and apply Jensen's inequality as follows
A 1
EAe (N29 + 0} 2( 1 -
This is the result in (4.26). Noting that E{Nin} = E{Nout} for any directed random
graph, the proof is concluded.
{Rj.j} y
Nont = 3
E{ Nout}I = 7Ar Ex ( t2 Q
29
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Figure 4.5: PMF of the in- and out-degree of a node - 0.4). The vertical line
marks the average node degrees, E{Nont} = E{Ai} = L = 2.5, in accordance withA,
Property 4.1.2.
4.1.6 Numerical Results
Figure 4.5 compares the PMFs of the in- and out-degree of a node. We clearly observe
that the RV Ni1 does not have a geometric distribution, unlike the RV Nonu. However,
the two RVs have the same mean 2, according to Property 4.1.2.
Figure 4.6 compares the probabilities of out-isolation and in-isolation of a node for
various ratios g. The curve for pout-isoi was plotted using the closed form expression
in (4.9). The curve for pin-isol was obtained according to (4.4) through Monte Carlo
simulation of the random area A of a typical Voronoi cell, induced by a unit-density
Poisson process. We observe that pin-isol < pout-isol for any fixed L, as proved in
Property 4.1.3.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the effect of the secrecy rate threshold g on the average node
degrees. For the case of g(r) = in particular, it compares the exact value of E{N 1ot}
given in (4.25) with its upper bound in (4.26). We observe that the average node degree
0.5I
0.4 -
0.3 -
0.2 --
0.1 ---
00.01 0.1 1 10 100
A, /Ai
Figure 4.6: Probabilities of in- and out-isolation of a node, versus the ratio A. Note
that Pin-isol < pout-isoi for any fixed A, as proved in Property 4.1.3.
attains its maximum value of 2 10 at o = 0, and is monotonically decreasing with
p. As proved in Property 4.1.4, such behavior occurs for any function g(r) satisfying
the conditions in Section 3.1. Furthermore, we can show that the upper bound is
asymptotically tight - in the sense that the difference between the exact average node
degree and its upper bound approaches 0 - in the following two extreme cases:
0,2\ 1/b
* p -+ 0: In this regime, both (4.25) and (4.26) approach A, and thus the
bound is asymptotically tight.
*Pf -- oc: In this high-SNR regime, both (4.25) and (4.26) converge to A (92-) 1/b
and thus the bound is asymptotically tight.
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Figure 4.7: Average node degree versus the secrecy rate threshold p, for various values
4.2 Techniques for Communication with Enhanced Se-
crecy
Based on the results derived iu Section 4.1, we observe that even a small density of
eavesdroppers is enough to significantly disrupt connectivity of the iS-graph. For ex-
ample, if the density of legitimate nodes is half the density of eavesdroppers, then from
(4.10) the average node degree is reduced to 2. In this section, we explore two techniques
for communication with enhanced secrecy: i) sectorized transmission, whereby each le-
gitimate node is able to transmit independently in L sectors of the plane (e.g., through
the use of directional antennas); and ii) eavesdropper neutralization, whereby legitimate
nodes are able to physically monitor its surrounding area and guarantee that there are
no eavesdroppers inside a neutralization region (e.g., by neutralizing such eavesdrop-
pers). For these two techniques, we quantify the improvements in terms of the resulting
average node degree of the iS-graph.
4.2.1 Sectorized Transmission
We have so far assumed that the legitimate nodes employ omnidirectional antennas,
distributing power equally among all directions. We now consider that each legitimate
node is able to transmit independently in L sectors of the plane, with L > 1. This
can be accomplished, for example, through the use of L directional antennas. In this
section, we characterize the impact of the number of sectors L on the local connectivity
of the iS-graph.
With each node xi E H, we associate L transmission sectors {S) }/I_ , defined as
S z E R 2 : + (I -- 1) 2-T< zxi < di + 1 ,27r1 .L
where {dI} are random offset angles with an arbitrary joint distribution. The result-
ing iS-graph GL ={,Ij EL} has an edge set given by
EL = xix |xi - Xj| < |xi - e*|, e* = argmin |xi - ek, S* {S :x E S}
ekenens*
(4.29)
Here, S* is the transmission sector of x that contains the destination node xj, and e*
is the eavesdropper inside S* that is closest to the transmitter xi. Then, the secure
link zixj exists if and only if xj is closer to xi than any other eavesdropper inside the
same transmission sector where the destination o is located. We start by characterizing
the distribution of the out-degree by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1. For the Poisson iS-graph GL with L sectors, the out-degree No11u of
a node has the following negative binomial PMF
P W on te pL + n -1 Ad Ae L n t the
"L - 1 Af + Ae Af + Ae
Proof. We consider the process rHf U { 0} obtained by adding a legitimate node to the
origin of the coordinate system, and denote the out-degree of the node at the origin by
Neut. This is depicted in Fig. 4.8. Consider the set of legitimate nodes in the sector S(M.
Let {R( }? be the distances (not necessarily ordered) from these legitimate nodes and
the origin, such that R(1) = |x1, with { x } = II n S(. For the eavesdroppers, we
similarly define {R(' }? 1, such that R(1) =e with {ef} - I n S(. Because the
sectors S() are non-overlapping and I is Poisson, the processes {R }gi are indepen-
dent for different 1 (a similar argument can be made for the independence of {R(} 1 i
for different 1). As a result, we can analyze the out-degrees of node 0 in each sector,
and add these independent RVs to obtain the total out-degree. Specifically,
L
Nout S N (4.31)
1
where the RVs
NT A #{R': R(1) < min R'},
outf, k e,1
are IID in 1.
From the mapping theorem, we know that {(Rt)2}1 and {(R')2}gi are homo-
geneous Poisson processes with rates + and g, respectively. Following the steps
analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.1.2, we can show that each RV N(1) has the geo-
metric PMF pNw (n) = p(1 - p), n > 0, with parameter p = . In other words.it , +A.
each RV N(1) has the same distribution of the total out-degree with L =1. The PMF of
NOut with L sectors can be obtained through convolution of the individual PMFs p ,
and results in a negative binomial PMF with L degrees of freedom having the same
parameter p, i.e., pN ( (Ln pn( - p)L., n > 0. with p = A . This is the
result in (4.30) and the proof is completed. E
When L = 1, (4.30) reduces to the PMF without sectorization given in (4.7), as
expected. The above theorem directly gives the average node degrees as a function
of L, as given in the following corollary.
sm
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Figure 4.8: Out-degree of a node with sectorized transmission. In this example with
L 4 sectors, the node at the origin can transmit messages with information-theoretic
security to Nut = 5 nodes.
Corollary 4.2.1. For the Poisson iS-graph GL with L sectors, the average node degrees
are
E{Ni} I E{Nout} = L . (4.32)
Ae*
Proof. Using (4.31), we have that E{Nout} = LE{Nutj} = LP, with p = In
addition, we have that E{Ni,} = E{Noct} for any directed random graph, and (4.32)
follows. EZ
We conclude that the expected node degrees increases linearly with the number
of sectors L, and hence sectorized transmission is an effective technique for enhancing
the secrecy of communications. Figure 4.8 provides an intuitive understanding of why
sectorization works. Specifically, if there was no sectorization, node 0 would be out-
isolated, due to the close proximity of the eavesdropper in sector SO). However, if we
allow independent transmissions in 4 non-overlapping sectors, that same eavesdropper
can only hear the transmissions inside sector SO). Thus, even though node 0 is out-
S(2)
isolated with respect to sector S(4), it may still communicate securely with legitimate
nodes in sectors S), S(2), and S).
4.2.2 Eavesdropper Neutralization
In some scenarios, the legitimate nodes may be able physically inspect its surrounding
area and guarantee that there are no eavesdroppers inside a neutralization region E
(for example, by deactivating such eavesdroppers). In this section, we characterize the
impact of such region on the local connectivity of node.
With each node xi E Ht, we associate a neutralization set 84 around x that is
guaranteed to be free of eavesdroppers. The total neutralization region E can then be
seen as a Boolean model with points {xj} and associated sets {i}, i.e.,4
00
0= U (X<+ Es>.
i=1
Since the homogeneous Poisson process He is stationary, it follows that - is also sta-
tionary, in the sense that its distribution is translation-invariant. Since eavesdroppers
cannot occur inside 8, the effective eavesdropper process after neutralization is He n,
where G A R2\8 denotes the complement of R' The resulting iS-graph Ge = {Hf, Ee}
has an edge set given by
ee = {xix)j: |xi - xi| < |xi - e*, e* = argmin |xi -k} (4.33)
ekerene
i.e., the secure link zjzj exists if and only if xj is closer to xi than any other eavesdrop-
per that has not been neutralized. Since He T c C H, it is intuitively obvious that
4In other fields such as materials science, the points {xi} are also called germs, and the sets {-}
are also called grains.
51n the materials science literature, 8 is typically referred to as the occupied region, since it is
occupied by grains. In our problem, however, - corresponds to a vacant region, in the sense that
it is free of eavesdroppers. To prevent confusion with the literature, we avoid the use of the terms
"occupied" and "vacant" altogether.
eavesdropper neutralization improves the local connectivity, and that such improvement
is monotonic with the area of the neutralization set 8j. In the following, we consider
the case of a circular neutralization set, i.e, O8 = Bo(p), where p is a deterministic
neutralization radius. We denote the corresponding iS-graph by G,. Even in this sim-
ple scenario, the full distributions of the corresponding node degrees Ni, and Ne01 t are
difficult to obtain, since the underlying process He n e is quite complex to character-
ize. However, it is easier to carry out an analysis of the first order moments, namely
of E{Nut}. 'We can use this metric to compare eavesdropper neutralization with the
other techniques discussed in this thesis, in terms of their effectiveness in enhancing
security. The following theorem provides the desired result.
Theorem 4.2.2. For the Poisson iS-graph G with neutralization radius p, the average
node degrees are lower-bounded by
E{Nin} E{Nout} + Aep2 + e A" . (4.34)
Proof. We consider the process It U {0} obtained by adding a legitimate node to the
origin of the coordinate system, and denote the out-degree of the node at the origin by
Non1e. This is depicted in Fig. 4.9. Let Re,1 = minecrenG lCkI be the random distance
between the first non-neutralized eavesdropper and the origin. Let D(a, b) {x E R2
a < x < b} denote the annular region between radiuses a and b, and A{1Z} denote the
area of the arbitrary region R. Noting that
No JJ = 1xil < Re,11
if{|x| < Re,1}UsF(dx),
JJR2
Neut = 5
D(0, Re,1) n
Figure 4.9: Out-degree of a node with eavesdropper neutralization. In this example,
the node at the origin can transmit messages with information-theoretic security to
Nout = 5 nodes.
we can use Fubini's theorem to write
E{Nout} =- A f2 P {x < Re,1}dx
= Aw7rp 2 + AeJ PJD {|x| < Re,1}dx, (4.35)
where Px{-} denotes the Palm probability associated with point x of process HE.' Ap-
pendix B shows that the integrand above satisfies
P]f{|xj < Re,1} > exp (-rAe "P2 (XI2 _ P2) ) (4.36)
'Informally, the Palm probability P { -} can be interpreted as the conditional probability P{ -x c
H1}. Since the conditioning event has probability zero, such conditional probability is ambiguous
without further explanation. Palm theory makes this notion mathematically precise (see [9, Sec. 4.4]
for a detailed treatment).
Z
Replacing (4.36) into (4.35), we obtain
E{Noot} ;> Atrp 2 + AJ v((p,oo) , 2 2 _ P2)) dx
2 Aj + AerP 2
=f 7,p2 + Ae 2
Rearranging terms and noting that E{Ni} = E{Nout} for any directed random graph,
we obtain the desired result in (4.34). This concludes the proof.
We conclude that the expected node degrees increases at a rate that is at least
exponential with the neutralization radius p, making eavesdropper neutralization an
effective technique for enhancing secure connectivity. Such exponential dependence is
intimately tied to the fact that the fractional area pe = 1- e-Ai'p2 of the neutralization
region e also approaches 1 exponentially as p increases.
4.2.3 Numerical Results
Figure 4.10 illustrates effectiveness of eavesdropper neutralization in enhancing secure
connectivity. In particular, it plots the average node degree versus the neutralization
radius p, for various values of Ae. We observe that E{Nout} increases at a rate that
is at least exponential with the neutralization radius p, as expected from (4.34). Fur-
thermore, the analytical lower-bound is in general very close to the simulated value of
E{Nocut }, and becomes tight in the following two asymptotic cases:
" p -+ 0: In this regime, the neutralization region vanishes, and therefore E{Nou,} -+
, as given in (4.10). Since right side of (4.34) also approaches A' as p -> 0, the
bound is asymptotically tight.
" Ae -- oc: In this regime, an eavesdropper will occurs a.s. at a distance close to
p from the origin. As a result, E {Nou1 t } is approaches the expected number of
15-
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Figure 4.10: Average node degree versus
of Ae (A= 1m- 2).
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the neutralization radius p, for various values
legitimate nodes inside the ball Bo(p), i.e., Ae7rp 2. Since right side of (4.34) also
approaches Ae7rp 2 as Ae -* oo, the bound is asymptotically tight.
4.3 Maximum Secrecy Rate in the Poisson iS-Graph
In this section, we analyze the MSR between a node and each of its neighbours, as
well as the probability of existence of a non-zero MSR, and the probability of secrecy
outage. We consider the case where the channel gain is of the form g(r) = .
4.3.1 Distribution of the Maximum Secrecy Rate
Considering the coordinate system depicted in Fig. 4.3 and the channel gain g(r) = b,
the MSR m between the node at the origin and its i-th closest neighbour, i > 1, can
be written for a given realization of the node positions He and He as
= max log2 (1 + PeR 27 - log 2 ( I + P ,R o-2 (4.37)
in bits per complex dimension. For each instantiation of the random Poisson pro-
cesses He and He, a realization of the RV m is obtained. The following theorem
provides the distribution of this RV.
Theorem 4.3.1. The MSR &,i between a typical node and its i-th closest neighbour,
i ;> 1, is a RV whose cumulative distribution function (CDF) F.,() is given by
Pf
- rA e (
2z-2 - 1
Proof. The MSR &, in (4.37) can be expressed as R,i = max{&,i - Re. 0}, where
log2 (I+ 2 and lo2 1+ R2b ,2 . The RV sZj is a transformation of
the RV X, ~"- i through the monotonic function g(x)= log 2 (1+ b) and thus its
PDF is given by the rule f (g) = ,g fx,(x) . Note that the sequence {Xi}0 1
represents Poisson arrivals on the line with the constant arrival rate irA, as can be
easily shown using the mapping theorem [7, Section 2.3]. Therefore, the RV Xi has an
Erlang distribution of order i with rate wAr, and its PDF is given by
(i-ie-
(zY -W) x > 0.
1 2(b~
(zi- 1)!bl
Fe() =1 - L
x
2z
(z _ 1)1+i exp (-re (
for g > 0.
2z - 1
1 dz,(4.38)
Then, applying the above rule, f,(g) can be shown to be
In 2 (wA)(i - 1)!b
P 2
o. 2 ) (29 - 1)1+3
exp (-7TrA 02
20- 1 0 > 0. (4.39)
Replace At with Ae and setting i = 1, we obtain the PDF of e as
(2Q - 1)1+6
exp (-7r A,
P2
2-- 1 p > 0. (4.40)
Since the sequences {Re } , and {Re,i}i are mutually independent, so are the RVs gR j
and &. This implies that CDF of -s,i = max{j,j - Re, 0} can be obtained through
convolution of fe (g) and fs (p) as
F (p) = P{max{iw,j - &, 0} < g}
1 -- fe (z) * fs (-z) dz, (4.41)
for o > 0. Replacing (4.39) and (4.40) into (4.41), we obtain after some algebra
In2(7rAf) Pe )
(I - 1)!b o 02)F (p)1-
2z
(2z - 1)1+ exp
-wr t 23 1
Pr
- 7FAe ( 2z-Q0 1
for o > 0. This is the result in (4.38) and the proof is concluded.
4.3.2 Existence and Outage of the Maximum Secrecy Rate
Based on the results of Section 4.3.1, we can now obtain the probability of existence of a
non-zero MSR, and the probability of secrecy outage. The following corollary provides
b =2
x+Co
x jo ) dz,
such probabilities.
Corollary 4.3.1. Considering the link between a typical node and its i-th closest neigh-
bour, i > 1, the probability of existence of a non-zero MSR, Pexist,i - P{si > O}, is
given by
pexist i = (4.42)
and the probability of an outage in MSR, Poutage,i(Q) -- f ,, < O} for g > 0, is given
by
In 2(7r A )' P,
Poutage,i(e) -1 - n( (+).2
[+0 bz (f b
x2 exp -7rA 42 - FAe 2 dz (4.43)
0 (2Z - 1)+T 2z -1 (2Z-Q -I
Proof. To obtain (4.42), we note that the event {wj > &} is equivalent to {Nout '> i}.
Thus, we use (4.7) to write
Pexist.i = P{fi > &}
\ f Ae e +A
Ti
The expression for poutage(g) follows directly from (4.38).
4.3.3 Numerical Results
Figure 4.11 shows the probability pexist,i of existence of a non-zero MSR from a typical
node to its i-th neighbour, as a function of the eavesdropper density Ae. It can be seen
that the existence of a non-zero MSR &,j to any neighbour i becomes more likely as the
value of Ae increases. Furthermore, since Re,1 < Re,2 _ . . ., as the value of i increases,
1 1 1
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Figure 4.11: Probability Pexist,i of existence of a non-zero MSR versus the eavesdropper
density Ae, for various values of the neighbour index i (A= 1 m-2 , b = 2, Pf/o.2 = 10,
p 1 bit).
the i-th neighbour becomes further away, and the corresponding pexist,i decreases.
Figure 4.12 shows the probability poutage,i of secrecy outage of a typical node trans-
mitting to its i--th neighbour, as a function of the desired secrecy rate p. As expected,
a secrecy outage become more likely as we increase the target secrecy rate o set by the
transmitter.
4.4 The Case of Colluding Eavesdroppers
We now aim to study the effect of colluding eavesdroppers on the secrecy of commu-
nications. In order to focus on the effect of eavesdropper collusion on the MSR of the
legitimate link, we first consider in Sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.4 a single legitimate link with
deterministic length rf in the presence of a random process IHe. Such simplification
eliminates the randomness associated with the position of the legitimate nodes. We
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Figure 4.12: Probability poutagej of secrecy outage between a node and its i-th closest
neighbour, for various values of the neighbour index i (A= 1 m-2, Ae = 0.1 m- 2, b = 2,
p/o.2 = 10).
then consider both random processes HI and I1e in Section 4.4.5, and characterize the
average node degree in the presence of eavesdropper collusion.
4.4.1 Maximum Secrecy Rate of a Single Link
Ve consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 4.13, where a legitimate link is composed
of two nodes: one transmitter located at the origin (Alice), and one receiver located
at a deterministic distance r- from the origin (Bob). The eavesdroppers have ability
to collude, i.e., they can exchange and combine the information received by all the
eavesdroppers to decode the secret message. The eavesdroppers are scattered in the
two-dimensional plane according to an arbitrary spatial process IHe, and their distances
to the origin are denoted by {Re,}>, where Re,1  Re,2 K ..--
Since the colluding eavesdroppers may gather the received information and send
it to a central processor, the scenario depicted in Fig. 4.13 can be viewed as a SIMO
0 Alice (probe transmitter) x x
1 Bob (probe receiver)
X Colluding eavesdroppers
- - X
x.x
X xx
x-- X
Figure 4.13: Communication in the presence of colluding eavesdroppers.
Gaussian wiretap channel depicted in Fig. 4.14. Here, the input is the signal transmit-
ted by Alice, and the output of the wiretap channel is the collection of signals received
by all the eavesdroppers. We consider that Alice sends a symbol x E C with power
constraint E{| Ix2} < P. The vectors he E C" and he E C" represent, respectively,
the gains of the legitimate and eavesdropper channels.7 The noise is represented by the
vectors wt c C". and We E C", which are considered to be mutually independent Gaus-
sian RVs with zero mean and non-singular covariance matrices Et and Ee, respectively.
The system of Fig. 4.14 can then be summarized as
ye = hix + we
Ye = heX + We.
(4.44)
(4.45)
The scenario of interest can be obtained from the SIMO Gaussian wiretap channel in
"We use boldface letters to denote vectors and matrices.
Legitimate channel
x Ye
he We
Eavesdropper channel
Figure 4.14: SIMO Gaussian wiretap channel, which can be used to analyze the scenario
of colluding eavesdroppers depicted in Fig. 4.13.
Fig. 4.14 by appropriate choice of the parameters he, he, Ef, and Ee.
In this section, we determine the MSR of the legitimate link, in the presence of
colluding eavesdroppers scattered in the plane according to an arbitrary spatial process.
The result is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4.1. For a given realization of the arbitrary eavesdropper process T1, the
MSR of the legitimate link is given by
1+Pf - g(rf) Pt i(_1 g (Re,i 4)6
= max 10g 2  1+ ) -log 2  1+ 2 , , (4.46)
where PF Zl g(Re,i) P,e is the aggregate power received by all the eavesdroppers.
Proof. For a given realization of the channels he and he, it can be shown [102] that
hj-ly and e = h tE-ly are sufficient statistics to estimate x from the cor-
responding observations ye and Ye. 8 Since sufficient statistics preserve mutual infor-
mation [1031, for the purpose of determining the MSR the vector channels in (4.44)
and (4.45) can equivalently be written in a (complex) scalar form corresponding to
the Gaussian wiretap channel introduced in [44]. Then, the MSR R, of the legitimate
8We use t to denote the conjugate transpose operator.
channel for a given realization of the channels hf and he is given by
+ h E-hP,= max log1h2 f 0 -
\1 + heEelheP/ '
(4.47)
Setting h = g(r), he = g(Re,1), g(Re,2), 1 - E = 11 , and Ee =[etn h, -- £/-() hea e 00)
where o2 and of are the noise powers of the legitimate and eavesdropper receivers,
respectively, and I is the n x n identity matrix, (4.47) reduces to (4.46). This concludes
the proof.
4.4.2 Distribution of the Maximum Secrecy Rate of a Single
Link
Theorem 4.4.1 is valid for a given realization of the spatial process He. In general,
the MSR & of the legitimate link in (4.46) is a RV, since it is a function the random
eavesdropper distances {Regi. In what follows, we analyze the case where He is a
homogeneous Poisson process on the two-dimensional plane with density Ae, and the
channel gain is of the form g(r) = ' with b > 1. The following theorem characterizes
the distribution of the MSR in this scenario.
Theorem 4.4.2. If TH1 is a Poisson process with density
MSR s of the leqitimate link is a RV whose CDF F()_
0,
(1+ Pe )2---1
1 - FpXe r C b b
1,
Ae and g(r) = , b> 1, the
is given by
0 < 0,
0 < g <2kj, (4.48)
where ; = log2 1 ± is the capacity of the legitimate channel; C, is defined as
CA a (4.49)
F(2 -a) cos (f
with F(.) denoting the gamma function; and F t (-) is the CDF of a skewed stable
RV P,e, with parameters9
1
rXe ~ S a = - (4.51)b
Proof. For g(r) = -, the MSR -& of the legitimate channel in (4.46) is a function of
the total power received by the eavesdroppers, Prx,e = EYi (- If Ie is a Poisson
process, we show in Appendix C that the characteristic function of Prx,e can be written
as
Prx,e ~ c S 1,, =AeCiP b (4.52)
for b > 1. Defining the normalized stable RV Prx,e A Prx,ey-b with 7 rAeC PI/,
we have that Pr,e ~S (, 1, 1) from the scaling property [104]. In general, the CDF
FPx, () cannot be expressed in closed form except in the case where b = 2, which is
analyzed in Section 4.4.6. However, the characteristic function of Prx,e has the simple
form of <ppe(w) exp (-|,wIl/b [1 - jsign(w) tan (i)]), and thus Fp (-) can always
be expressed in the integral form for numerical evaluation.
Using (4.46), we can now express F, (g) in terms of the CDF of Prxe, for 0 < p < ,
"We use S(a. /3, -) to denote the distribution of a real stable RV with characteristic expo-
nent a E (0, 2], skewness 3 E [-1, 1], and dispersion -7 E [0, oc.). The corresponding characteristic
function is [104]
exp (-7jw"j [1 - jBsign(w) tan (-")]), a '1, (4.50)
exp (-7|wl [1 +j j3 sign(w) In wl]) , a 1.
Fp, (p) = Pm Rg}
=P log 2  1+ ) log2 (1+ 'a 2
=1-PI Prx,e 1(I+ 2~- 1}
eL re 2orf
2b 2 2- -1
(re )bb )e
In addition, F.,g)= 0 for p < 0 and F,(o) = 1 for t ;> ,, since the RV R in
(4.46) satisfies 0 < Rs < ;, i.e., the MSR of the legitimate link in the presence of
colluding eavesdroppers is a positive quantity which cannot be greater than the MSR
of the legitimate link in the absence of eavesdroppers. This is the result in (4.55) and
the proof is complete. l
4.4.3 Existence and Outage of the Maximum Secrecy Rate of a
Single Link
Based on the results of Section 4.4.2, we can now obtain the probability of existence of
a non-zero MSR, and the probability of secrecy outage for a single legitimate link in the
presence of colluding eavesdroppers. The following corollary provides such probabilities.
Corollary 4.4.1. If 1e is a Poisson process with density Ae and g(r) - , b > 1, the
probability of existence of a non-zero MSR in the legitimate link, pexist =Pf > 0}, is
given by
.2
pexist - F- (rAer C )bo- , (4.53)
and the probability of an outage in the MSR of the legitimate link, Poutage(p) = {,% <
Q} for p > 0, is given by
1+ 2-0-1
-F e (f c)j a , 0 < g < !,
Poutage (0) //b (4.54)
where -Rj log 2 1+ e )is the capacity of the legitimate channel; and F (-) is the10 \ r 2 01 
CDF of the normalized stable RV Prx,e, with parameters given in (4.51).
Proof. The expressions for Pexist and Poutage(g) follow directly from (4.48). D
4.4.4 Colluding vs. Non-Colluding Eavesdroppers for a Single
Link
We have so far considered the fundamental secrecy limits of a single legitimate link
in the presence of colluding eavesdroppers. According to Theorem 4.4.1, such sce-
nario is equivalent to having a single eavesdropper with an array that collects a total
power Prx,e = _ P2/R1. In particular, when the eavesdroppers are positioned ac-
cording to an homogeneous Poisson process, Theorem 4.4.2 shows that the RV Prx,e has
a skewed stable distribution.
We can obtain further insights by establishing a comparison with the case of a single
legitimate link in the presence of non-colluding eavesdroppers. In such scenario, the
MSR does not depend on all eavesdroppers, but only on that with maximum received
power (i.e., the closest one, when only path loss is present). Thus, the total eavesdropper
power is given by Prx,, = P. Using the fact that R 2 is exponentially distributed with
rate 7Ae, the PDF of Prx,e can be written as
fpr(x) = 7rexp -7Ae .)l X > 0,bx x x
and the CDF of the corresponding MSR & can be easily determined from (4.46) as
0, Q <0,
1/b
Fe(g =< -exp -7rAe .+ 0f <2-<2-1 (4.55)(1+ 2 -1
1, g;>
From this CDF, we can readily determine the probability of existence of a non-zero
MSR, and the probability of secrecy outage, similarly to the colluding case. Table 4.3
summarizes the differences between the colluding and non-colluding scenarios for a
single legitimate link.
4.4.5 iS-Graph with Colluding Eavesdroppers
To study the effect of colluding eavesdroppers, we have so far made a simplification
concerning the legitimate nodes. Specifically, we considered only a single legitimate
link with deterministic length r as depicted in Fig. 4.13, thus eliminating the ran-
domness associated with the position of the legitimate nodes. We now revisit the
iS-graph model depicted in Fig. 3.2, where both legitimate nodes and eavesdroppers
are distributed according to Poisson processes TIE and He. In particular, the follow-
ing theorem characterizes the effect of collusion in terms of the resulting average node
degree in such graph.
Theorem 4.4.3. For the Poisson iS-graph with colluding eavesdroppers, secrecy rate
threshold o = 0, equal noise powers aTi =o, and channel gain function g(r) =z,
b > 1, the average degrees of a typical node are
E{Nin} = E{Noct} + sinc , (4.56)
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Table 4.3: Comparison between the cases of non-colluding and colluding eavesdroppers, considering a single legitimate link,
and a channel gain of the form g(r)
where sinc(x) - "i"( r)7rx
Proof. We consider the process Ue U {O} obtained by adding a legitimate node to the
origin of the coordinate system, and denote the out-degree of the node at the origin by
Nout. Using (4.46), we can write
Aout # {xi E He : s, > 0}
= # xE : R < (pe 1/b
Pr )
=V2
The average out-degree can be determined as
E{Nou}= Ene,ne{HE{Bo(v)}}
= Erje{Arwrv2
-~j7Ijj{( p,> 1/b}
A f iT~ fj , P rx ,e (4.57)
where the RV P, has a stable distribution with parameters given in (4.52). As before,
we define the normalized stable RV Prx,e APr,e-~ with 7 rAeC-PeJ, such that
Prx,e S ( , 1, 1). Then, we can rewrite (4.57) as
1E{ Nou I - ClbE{Frxe/}
Ae
(4.58)
Using the Mellin transform of a stable RV, we show in Appendix D that (4.58) simplifies
to
E{Nout} - sine c-. (4.59)
Noting that E{Niu} = E{Nout} for any directed random graph, we obtain the desired
result in (4.56).
It is insightful to rewrite (4.56) as E{N 1outcolluding} = E{Noutnon-colluding} .r(b)
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where q(b) = sinc(), and q(b) < 1 for b > 1. The function TI(b) can be interpreted
as the degradation factor in average connectivity due to eavesdropper collusion. In the
extreme where b = 1, we have complete loss of secure connectivity with T1(1) = 0. This is
because the series Prx,e = 1' diverges (i.e., the total received eavesdropper power
is infinite), so the resulting average node degree is zero. In the other extreme where
b -+ oc, we achieve the highest secure connectivity with ,(oo) = 1. This is because the
first term i in the Prx,e series (corresponding to the non-colluding term) is dominant,
e,
so the average node degree in the colluding case approaches the non-colluding one. In
conclusion, cluttered environments with larger amplitude loss exponents b are more
favorable for secure communication, in the sense that in such environments collusion
only provides a marginal performance improvement for the eavesdroppers.
4.4.6 Numerical Results
We now illustrate the results obtained in the previous sections with a simple case study.
We consider the case where o= o2 u2 , i.e., the legitimate link and the eavesdroppers
are subject to the same noise power, which is introduced by the electronics of the
respective receivers. Furthermore, we consider that the amplitude loss exponent is
b = 2, in which case the CDF of Prx,.e for colluding eavesdroppers can be expressed
using the Gaussian Q-function as Fp(x) = 2Q(1/ x), > 0. The CDF of , in
(4.48) reduces to
0, g < 0,
FR, (g) I < - 2Q rAeC-1 0 < g < q, (4.60)12 1+ -_ 2 2-0-1
1,~P );&
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In addition, (4.53) and (4.54) reduce, respectively, to
Pexist = 2Q (WAer CI- ) (4.61)
and
1 - 2Q 7AC-1 01, 0 < g0 < 9Z,
Poutage (0) =(1+r>2-Q-1 (4.62)
From these analytical results, we observe that of the following factors lead to a degra-
dation of the security of communications: increasing Ae or re, decreasing Pf/u2 , or
allowing the eavesdroppers to collude. In particular, as we let PR/u -> oo, Poutage
decreases monotonically, converging to the curve poutage = 1 - exp (-rAer2Q/ 2) in the
non-colluding case, and to Poutage =1 - 2Q (7Aer2C122) in the colluding case.
Figure 4.15 compares the PDFs of the (normalized) received eavesdropper power Prx,
for the cases of colluding and non-colluding eavesdroppers. For b > 1. it is clear that
00 1 1
Ri > a.s., i.e., the received eavesdropper power Prxe is larger in the colluding
ej
case, resulting in a PDF whose mass is more biased towards higher realizations of Prxe.
Figure 4.16 plots the probability Pexist of existence of a non-zero MSR, given in (4.61),
as a function of the eavesdropper density Ae, for various values of the legitimate link
length re. As predicted by analytically, the existence of a non-zero MSR becomes less
likely by increasing Ae or re.rn A similar degradation in secrecy occurs by allowing the
eavesdroppers to collude, since more signal power from the legitimate user is available
to the eavesdroppers, improving their ability to decode the secret message.
Figure 4.17 quantifies the probability Poiutage of secrecy outage, given in (4.62), as a
function of the desired secrecy rate p, for various values of eavesdropper density. The
vertical line marks the capacity 9 of the legitimate link, which for the parameters
10Note that pexist in (4.61) depends oi Ae and re only through the product Aer.
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Figure 4.15: PDF fprx.e/P,(x) of the (normalized) received eavesdropper power Prx,e/P,
for the cases of colluding and non-colluding eavesdroppers (b = 2, Ae 0.5 m 2 ).
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Ae (m-2)
Figure 4.16: Probability pexist of existence of a non-zero MSR versus the eavesdropper
density Ae, for the cases of colluding and non-colluding eavesdroppers, and various
values of re (b = 2).
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Figure 4.17: Probability Poutage of secrecy outage for the cases of colluding and non-
colluding eavesdroppers, and various -densities Ae of eavesdroppers (b 2, Pe/U2 = 10,
7- = Im). The vertical line marks the capacity of the legitimate link, which for these
system parameters is e 3.46 bits/complex dimension.
indicated in Fig. 4.17 is Re = log 2 (1+ =b - 3.46 bits per complex dimension. As
expected, if the target secrecy rate p set by the transmitter exceeds jU, a secrecy outage
occurs with probability 1, since the MSR R, cannot be greater that the capacity t
of the legitimate link. In comparison with the non-colluding case, the ability of the
eavesdroppers to collude leads to higher probabilities of secrecy outage. This is because
more signal power from the legitimate user is available to the eavesdroppers, improving
their ability to decode the secret message. A similar degradation in secrecy occurs by
increasing the eavesdropper density A,.
Figure 4.18 quantifies the (normalized) average node degree of the iS-graph, E{A}
versus the amplitude loss exponent b. The normalizing factor A)/Ae corresponds to the
average out-degree in the non-colluding case. As predicted analytically, we observe
that in the colluding case, the normalized average out-degree r7(b) - E{No is strictly
increasing with b. Furthermore, r/(l) = 0 because the received eavesdropper power P.x,e
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Figure 4.18: Normalized average node degree of the iS-graph, " versus the am-
plitude loss exponent b, for the cases of colluding and non-colluding eavesdroppers.
is infinite, and Q(oo) =1 because the first (non-colluding) term in the Prxe series
dominates the other terms. It is apparent from the figure that cluttered environments
with larger amplitude loss exponents b are more favorable for secure communication,
in the sense that in such environments collusion only provides a marginal performance
improvement for the eavesdroppers.
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Chapter 5
Global Characterization of the
iS-Graph
In Chapter 4, we characterized the iS-graph in terms of local properties, such as the
degrees and secrecy capacity of a typical node with respect to its neighbours. In this
chapter we are interested in characterizing global properties of the iS-graph, which
concern communication over multiple hops. Specifically, we study percolation of the
iS-graph on the infinite plane, and full connectivity on a finite region.
Percolation theory studies the existence of phase transitions in random graphs,
whereby an infinite cluster of connected nodes suddenly arises as some system parameter
is varied. Percolation theory has been used in the study of connectivity in multi-hop
wireless networks in the infinite plane, where the formation of an unbounded cluster
of nodes is desirable for communication over arbitrarily long distances [6,69-71]. The
percolation literature can be divided into two categories: i) discrete percolation, whose
models are based on discrete lattices; and ii) continuum percolation, whose models
are based on point processes. The Poisson Boolean model was first introduced in
[6], which derived the first bounds on the critical density, and started the field of
continuum percolation. The Poisson random connection model was introduced in [80],
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which analyzed its percolation properties. The Poisson nearest neighbour model was
considered in [83]. The SINR model was characterized in [821. A comprehensive study
of the various models and results in continuum percolation can be found in [69, 73].
The connectivity of large but finite networks has also received attention the liter-
ature. The asymptotic behavior of partial connectivity of the Poisson Boolean model
restricted to a finite box was studied in [105]. The asymptotic full connectivity of the
same model was analyzed in [11,79], which obtained the rate of growth of the radius that
ensures full connectivity. The asymptotic full connectivity in finite nearest neighbour
networks was considered in [106,107].
In this chapter, we aim at a mathematical characterization of global connectivity in
the iS-graph. We focus on percolation of the iS-graph on the infinite plane, and full
connectivity in a finite region. Our main contributions are as follows:
" Percolation in the iS-graph: We prove the existence of a phase transition in the
Poisson iS-graph defined on the infinite plane, whereby an unbounded component
of connected nodes suddenly arises as we increase the density of legitimate nodes.
In particular, we determine for which combinations of system parameters does
percolation occur. This shows that long-range communication is still possible in
a wireless network when a security constraint is present.
" Full connectivity in the iS-graph: Ve analyze secure full connectivity on a finite
region of the Poisson iS-graph. We derive simple, explicit expressions that closely
approximate the probability of a node being securely connected to all other nodes
inside the region. Furthermore, we characterize the exact asymptotic behavior of
full connectivity in the limit of a large density of legitimate nodes.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 characterizes continuum percolation
in the Poisson iS-graph defined over the infinite plane. Section 5.2 analyzes full con-
nectivity in the Poisson iS-graph restricted to a finite region.
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5.1 Percolation in the Poisson iS-Graph
Percolation theory studies the behaviour of the connected components in random graphs.
Typically, a continuous percolation model [69] consists of an underlying point process
defined on the infinite plane, and a rule that describes how connections are established
between the nodes. A main property of all percolation models is that they exhibit
a phase transition as some continuous parameter is varied. If this parameter is the
density A of nodes, then the phase transition occurs at some critical density Ac. When
A < Ac, denoted as the subcritical phase, all the clusters are a.s. bounded. When
A > Ac, denoted as the supercritical phase, the graph exhibits a.s. an unbounded cluster
of nodes, or. in other words, the graph percolates.
Percolation theory is important in the study of connectivity in multi-hop wireless
networks, where the formation of an infinite component of connected nodes is desirable
for communication over arbitrarily long distances. In the literature, percolation was
shown to occur in the following models, when driven by a Poisson point process: the
Boolean model [6], the random connection model [80], the SINR model [82], and the
nearest neighbour model [83].1 These results imply that long-range unsecured commu-
nication can occur for various types of networks.
In this section, we focus on the iS-graph model, and show that long-range communi-
cation over multiple hops is still feasible when a constraint is placed on the information-
theoretic security of the links. The mathematical characterization of the iS-graph
presents two challenges: i) unlike all of the models mentioned above, the iS-graph it
is a directed graph, which leads to the study of directed percolation; and ii) similarly
to the SINR model and the nearest neighbour model, the iS-graph exhibits dependen-
cies between the state of different edges, which leads to the the study of dependent
percolation.
In what follows, we start by introducing some definitions, then present and prove
'For a review of these models, see Chapter 2.
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the main theorems concerning percolation in the iS-graph, and lastly illustrate the
percolation phenomenon with various simulation results. The study of full connectivity
in the iS-graph over a finite domain (as opposed to percolation in the infinite plane) is
also of interest, and is considered later in Section 5.2.
5.1.1 Definitions
Graphs
As before, we use G {He, E} to denote the (directed) iS-graph with vertex set Ue
and edge set
E = {xx : R,(xi, x) > Q}.
In addition, we define two undirected graphs: the weak iS-graph Gweak {He gweak}
where
Sweak {xj R, (xi xj) > 9 V R,(j xi) >p}
and the strong iS-graph Gstron"g {1j Estrong} where
8 srog xj %: (xi xj) > V A& (x xi) >g}
The graph Gweak represents the links where secure unidirectional communication is
possible with an MSR greater than 0. The graph Gstrol, on the other hand, represents
the links where secure bidirectional communication is possible with an MSR greater
than p. The various types of iS-graphs are illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
Graph Components
While the notion of "component" is unambiguous in undirected graphs, some subtleties
arise in directed graphs. Specifically, the notion of component is not clear in a directed
graph, because even if node x can reach y through a sequence of directed edges, that does
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X Eavesdropper node
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(a) The (directed) graph G.
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e
(b) The weak graph Gweak. (c) The strong graph Gstrong.
Figure 5.1: Three different types of iS-graphs on R2 , considering that o = 0 and
o 2 2
not imply that y can reach x. We can, however, generalize the notion of component
associated with undirected graphs by defining 4 different graph components for the
iS-graph.
In what follows, we use the notation x -4 y to represent a path from node x to node y
in a directed graph G, and x -y to represent a path between node x and node y in
an undirected graph G*. Let the out-component K ut(x) of node x be the set of nodes
which can be reached from node x in the iS-graph G, i.e.,
Su t (x) A {y E Ur : -4 y}. (5.1)
Similarly, let the in-component Kir" of node x be the set of nodes from which node x
can be reached in the iS-graph G, i.e.,
K,"(X) A {y E HJ= : 2y *x}. (5.2)
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Let the weak component Kweak(x) be the set of nodes which are connected to node x in
the weak iS-graph Gweak, i.e.,
weak xweak
W Y :IC ___y1. (5.3)
Let the strong component Kst ""(x) be the set of nodes which are connected to node x
in the strong iS-graph G ro"g, i.e.,
Cstron (x)3X~ 
Gstrong
K (Xo)a Y E & -y}. (5.4)
From these definitions, it is clear that for a given realization of 1-I and Ile the following
properties hold for any x:
K "tror "(X) C Kot() Kweak()
Kcstrong (X) Ci (X) C A weak(X),
(5.5)
(5.6)
These properties are illustrated in Fig. 5.8(c). 2
Percolation Probabilities
To study the percolation in the iS-graph, it is useful to define percolation probabilities
associated with the four graph components. Such probabilities depend on the MSR
threshold o, and the node densities At and Ae. Specifically, let pt, pin, weak and
2In the literature, the weak and strong components of node x are sometimes defined differently as
Kweak _ { E H -xy V ]jy C} -out n
and
, GtrrlQ) l y E H : Ix-G*yAlG ]y-+ = cout (x) nO1011 W).
In this chapter, we prefer the definitions in (5.3) and (5.4), since they only depend on the respective
undirected graphs Gweak and Gstro", and do not require explicit knowledge of G. As we shall see, this
choice will simplify many of the derivations, namely by allowing us to translate an analysis of directed
graphs into one of undirected graphs.
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p "g respectively be the probabilities that the in, out, weak, and strong components
containing node x = 0 have an infinite number of nodes, i.e., 3
p* (At, Ae, p) P {|K*(0)| = oo},
where * {out, in, weak, strong}.4 Our goal is to study the properties and behavior of
these percolation probabilities.
5.1.2 Percolation
We now investigate the percolation phenomenon in the iS-graph. Specifically, we aim
to determine if percolation in the iS-graph is possible, and if so, for which combinations
of system parameters (At, Ae, g) does it occur.
We start with a result that provides an alternative interpretation for the percolation
probability p* , and will later be used in the simulations of the percolation phenomenon.
Proposition 5.1.1. Let R denote a box with dimensions /A x v'A, and N* denote
the number of legitimate nodes in R whose component KC*(x) is infinite, i.e.,
N*A #{x c II, n R : |K*(x)| = oo}. (5.7)
Then.
P AA (5.8)
Proof. Consider a partition of the box R. into M 2 subsquares, {Si}M2 A subsquare is
said to be full if it contains exactly one legitimate node, and empty otherwise. Let hI
be a RV that has value 1 when Si is full with some node x for which K*(.r) is infinite,
3 We condition on the event that a point is located at x = 0. According to Slivnyak's theorem [9, Sec.
4.4], apart from the given point at x = 0, the probabilistic structure of the conditioned process is
identical to that of the original process.
4 Except where otherwise indicated, in the rest of the chapter we use the symbol * to represent any
of the out/in/weak/strong components.
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and 0 otherwise. Then, we have
E{I} = P{It = 1}
= P{Si full} -P{K*(X)| Do IlSi full}
A A (AA\
= exp - - P{KK*()| =o OSi full}
Defining IM Ii, we see that IM approaches N* a.s. as M -+ oc. Thus, we can
write
E{N* } = lim E{I }
M-Co
=linm M 2 E{1;}
M -. oo
- A Ap*C.
This is the result in (5.8), and the proof is complete.
The proposition suggests an alternative interpretation for the percolation probabil-
ity p* : although it was defined as the probability that a given node x has an infinite
component K* (x), it also represents the average fraction of nodes in region 7R for which
the component K* (x) is infinite.
We are now interested in showing the existence of a phase transition in the iS-graph,
as we increase the density Ae of legitimate nodes. The result is given by the following
main theorem.
Theorem 5.1.1 (Phase transition in the iS-graph). For any Ae > 0 and
0<g< emax A log2 1 + (5.9)
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there exist critical densities Aou, Ain, Aweak, Astron satisfying
0 < A"'eak ut strong < oo0
0 < Aweak <Ain <strong < 00
p* = 0 , for A < A*
npr > 0, for A > A*
(5.12)
(5.13)
Conversely, if 9 > ax, then p* = 0 for any At, Ae.
To prove the theorem, we introduce the following three lemmas.
Lemma 5.1.1. For any Ae > 0 and g > 0, the percolation probability p* (At) is mono-
tonically increasing with respect to At.
Proof. See Appendix E.
Lemma 5.1.2. For the undirected graph Gweak, peak(A) = 0 for 0 < At < A'eak
A, > 0, and V satisfying (5.9).
Proof. Due to its length, the proof is given in Section 5.1.3.
Lemma 5.1.3. For the undirected graph Gston, pSton (At) > 0forA";rons < As <0
Ae > 0, and p satisfying (5.9).
Proof. Due to its length, the proof is given in Section 5.1.4.
We are now in condition to prove Theorem 5.1.1.
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and
(5.10)
such that
(5.11)
Proof of Theorem 5.1.1. We first show that if p > omax, then p* 0. For a given
link zjzj, its MSR as cannot be greater than the channel capacity e of a link with zero
length, i.e., w(zi, xj) < 1e(7i, Q) =max. If the threshold o is set such that o > omax,
the condition R,(zi, xj) > o in (3.4) for the existence of the link zj is never satisfied by
any x, xj. Thus, the iS-graph G has no edges and cannot percolate. We now consider
the case of 0 < p < gmax. Because of the relationships between the components Kout,
Ki Kweak, and Kptrong in (5.5) and (5.6), we see that Aweak < Aout < Astrong and
Aweak < Atm < Astrong. Lemmas 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3 imply that the curves p*(A )
depart from the zero value at some critical density A*, as expressed by (5.12) and (5.13).
Furthermore, these critical densities are nontrivial, in the sense that 0 < A* < 00. This
completes the proof of the theorem. E
We now present some remarks on Theorem 5.1.1. The theorem shows that each
of the four components of the iS-graph experiences a phase transition at some critical
density A*. These critical densities are nontrivial, in the sense that 0 < A* < oo. As
we increase the density Af of legitimate nodes, the component Kweak(0) percolates first,
then Kout(0) or Ki (0), and finally kstrolg (0). Furthermore, percolation can occur for
any prescribed infimum secrecy rate o, as long as it is below the channel capacity of a
link with zero length, i.e., max. This has different implications depending on the type
of path loss model, as presented in Section 3.1:
" If g(0) = oc, percolation can occur for any arbitrarily large secrecy requirement g,
as long as the density At of legitimate nodes is made large enough.
* If g(O) < oc, percolation cannot occur if the threshold p is set above pmax =
log 2 (1+ SNR -g(0)), where SNR = P. To ensure percolation for such p, the
signal-to-noise-ratio SNR must be increased until orm.ax(SNR) decreases below the
desired p. At that point, the density Ae can then be increased to achieve percola-
tion.
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Note that the theorem holds for any channel gain function g(r) satisfying Conditions 1-
3 in Section 3.1, including bounded and unbounded models. Concerning the density Ae
of eavesdroppers, the theorem says that as long as g < Qmax, percolation can occur
even in scenarios with arbitrarily dense eavesdroppers. This can be achieved just by
deploying more legitimate nodes, so that Af is large enough.
Operationally, the theorem is important because it shows that long-range secure
communication over multiple hops is still feasible, even in the presence of arbitrarily
dense eavesdroppers. In particular, if we limit communication to the secure links whose
MSR exceeds 2 (chosen such that p < gmax), then for At large enough, a component with
an infinite number of securely-connected nodes arises. Those nodes are able to commu-
nicate with strong secrecy (in the sense of :Definition 3.2.1), at a rate greater than o bits
per complex channel use. The specific type of the secure connection (e.g., unidirectional
or bidirectional) depends on the graph component under consideration: out, in, weak,
or strong component.
5.1.3 Proof of Lemma 5.1.2
In this section, we introduce a few definitions and propositions, which are then used to
prove the lemma. Note that the graph Gweak(p) depends on g, and it is sufficient to
show that Gweak(p) for the case of g = 0 does not percolate for sufficiently small Ae.
This is because for larger p the connectivity of Gweak(g) is worse and thus Gweak
certainly does not percolate either. We then proceed in two intermediate steps. First,
we map the continuous iS-graph G onto a discrete hexagonal lattice h , and declare a
face in Eh to be closed in such a way that the absence of face percolation in h implies
the absence of continuum percolation in Gweak. Second, we show that discrete face
percolation does not occur in Eh for sufficiently small (but nonzero) Ae. The details are
presented next.
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Figure 5.2: Conditions for a face N in £h to be closed, according to Definition 5.1.1:
each of the 6 triangles in H must have at least one eavesdropper node each, and H
must be free of eavesdroppers.
5.1.3.1 Mapping on a Lattice
We start with some definitions. Let Lh be an hexagonal lattice as depicted in Fig. 5.2,
where each face is a regular hexagon with side length 6. A given hexagonal face R can
be subdivided into 6 equilateral triangles, {T}6 _. We now define when a face of h is
closed, based on how the processes Hf and He behave inside that face.
Definition 5.1.1. A face N in Lh is said to be closed iff all the following conditions
are met:
1. Each of the 6 equilateral triangles that compose the hexagon H have at least one
eavesdropper.
2. The hexagon H is free of legitimate nodes.
The above definition of closed face was chosen in such a way that the absence of
discrete face percolation in LIh implies the absence of continuum percolation in Gweak,
as made precise by the following proposition.
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open face in Lh closed face in Lh
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the Peierls argument on an hexagonal lattice, used to show
that discrete face percolation does not occur in Lh for sufficiently small At and large 6.
The key observation is that the open component in Lh containing 0 is finite iff there is
a closed circuit in Lh surrounding 0.
Proposition 5.1.2. If there exists a closed circuit in LCh surrounding the origin, then
the component of Gwek containing the origin is finite.
Proof. Let C denote a closed circuit in Lh surrounding the origin, as depicted in Fig. 5.3.
This implies that the open component in h containing 0, denoted by IC(h (0), Must
be finite. Since the area of the region KCh (0) is a.s. finite, then in the continuum
graph Gweak there is an a.s. finite number of nodes inside this region. To prove that the
component K&weak(0) has finite size, we thus just need to show that no link of Gweak can
cross the circuit C.
Consider Fig. 5.2, and suppose that the shaded faces are part of the closed circuit C.
Let X1 , x2 be two legitimate nodes, such that node x1 is inside an open face surrounded
by circuit C, while node x2 is inside an open face on the other side of the circuit (note
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that Definition 5.2 specifies that the closed faces in C cannot contain legitimate nodes).
Clearly, the most favorable situation for x1 , x2 being able to establish a link across C
is the one depicted Fig. 5.2, where x1, x 2 are in opposite vertices along the same side
of the hexagon R. The edge x1x2 exists in Gweak iff either B, (6) or B 1 (6) are free of
eavesdroppers. This condition does not hold a.s., since Definition 5.1.1 guarantees that
at least one eavesdropper is located inside the triangle 7 c B, (6) n B 2 (6). Thus, the
edge x1x2 cannot exist, and no link of Gweak can ever cross the circuit C. This implies
that /Cweak(0) has finite size, and the proof is concluded.
5.1.3.2 Percolation in h
We now show that discrete face percolation does not occur in h for sufficiently small At
and large 6. We start with the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1.3. If the parameters At, Ae, 6 satisfy
(i 2 - eA V-62 1
- e 2 > , (5.14)
then the origin is a.s. surrounded by a closed circuit in Lh.
Proof According to Definition 5.1.1, the state of a face in Eh does not depend on
the behaviour of the processes Ile and 1He outside K. Because the processes are Poisson,
the state of different faces is then independent. This leads to an independent face
percolation model on the hexagonal lattice, where each face is closed with probability p
given by
p P {face K of h is closed}
6
P A IT,{};> 1 ) A Ife{K}=I o
= (1 - e A62 6 - e , (5.15)
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where we used the independence between the processes I-e and IHe, and the fact that
A{'} = 62 and A{2I -3 2. Face percolation on a hexagonal lattice can be4 ~2
equivalently described as site percolation on the triangular lattice. Recall that if
1
P{H is open} < - (5.16)2'
then a.s. there is no infinite component of open faces 171, Ch. 5, Thm. 8], and so the
origin is a.s. surrounded by a closed circuit in Lh. Combining (5.15) and (5.16), we
obtain (5.14), and the proposition is proved.
We now use the propositions to finalize the proof of Lemma 5.1.2, whereby pweak(A)
0 for sufficiently small (but nonzero) Af.
Proof of Lemma 5.1.2. Starting with Proposition 5.1.3, it is easy to see that for fixed Ae,
the condition (5.14) can always be met by making the hexagon side 6 large enough, and
the density Af small enough (but nonzero). For such combination of parameters At, Ae, S,
Proposition 5.1.3 shows that origin is a.s. surrounded by a closed circuit in Lh. Then,
by Proposition 5.1.2, the component of Gweak containing the origin is finite. Thus,
given any A, > 0 and g satisfying (5.9), we have pweak(Af) = 0 for 0 < Af < Aweak. This
completes the proof of the lemma.
5.1.4 Proof of Lemma 5.1.3
In this section, we introduce a few definitions and propositions, which are then used to
prove the lemma. We proceed in two intermediate steps. First, we associate with our
continuous iS-graph G a discrete square lattice Ls as well as its dual L', and declare
an edge in Ls to be open in such a way that discrete edge percolation in L' implies
continuum percolation in Gstro"g. Second, we use a Peierls argument to show that
[23
discrete edge percolation occurs in L' for sufficiently large (but finite) Ae. 5 The details
are presented next.
5.1.4.1 Mapping on a Lattice
We start with some definitions. Let , A d -Z2 be a square lattice with edge length d.
Let L' be the dual lattice of E4, constructed by placing a vertex in the center of every
square of 4, and placing an edge a* across every edge a of 4. Since 4 is a square
lattice, it is clear that ' 4 s+ (d, (), as depicted in Fig. 5.4. Without loss of
generality, we make the origin of the coordinate system coincide with a vertex of L'.
Since we will later analyze edge percolation in L, we declare an edge a* of L' to be
open iff the corresponding edge a in Es is open. Furthermore, a set of edges (e.g., a
path) in s or L' is said to be open iff all the edges that form the set are open.
We now specify when an edge of s (and therefore of L') is open, based on how
the processes Ub and He behave in the neighborhood of that edge. Consider Fig. 5.5,
where a denotes an edge in 4s, and S1 (a) and S 2(a) denote the 2 squares adjacent to
a. Let {vi}jj_ denote the four vertices of the rectangle S1(a) U S2 (a). We then have the
following definition.
Definition 5.1.2. An edge a in 4, with length d satisfying
1 o.2d < g-( (20- 1) (5.17)
.V5 P
is said to be open iff all the following conditions are met:
1. Each square S1(a) and S2 (a) adjacent to a have at least one legitimate node.
2. The region Z(a) is free of eavesdroppers, where Z(a) is smallest rectangle such
5A "Peierls argument", so-named in honour of Rudolf Peierls and his 1936 article on the Ising
model [1081, refers to an approach based on enumeration. For a simple example, see [70, pp. 16-19].
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lattice = d -Z2 and its dual L' s + (,).
that u) B, (rfree) C Z(a) with
rfree A g ( 2 0g( 5d) - P(1 - 2-) . (5.18)
Note that the condition (5.17) for the edge length d ensures that rfre is well-defined.
The above definition of open edge was chosen in such a way that discrete edge percola-
tion in L' implies continuum percolation in Gt"o"'. This fact is made precise with the
following two propositions.
Proposition 5.1.4. Let a be an open edge in Ls (i.e., one satisfies the conditions in
Definition 5.1.2), and let S1(a) and S2 (a) denote the 2 squares adjacent to a. Then, all
legitimate nodes inside S1 (a) U S 2(a) form a single connected component in Gstrong.
Proof. If two legitimate nodes X1 , x2 are to be placed inside the region Si (a) US2 (a), the
most unfavorable configuration in terms of MSR is the one where the distance |1 - X2|
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-
Z(a)
?'free~
# S,
S2S
--- open edge in C,
closed edge in L,
Figure 5.5: Conditions for an edge a in L, to be open, according to Definition 5.1.2:
the squares S1 and S2 must have at least one legitimate node each, and the rectangle Z
must be free of eavesdroppers. In general, the radius r-free - and therefore the region Z
- increase with the secrecy rate threshold o. The figure plots the case of p =- 0.
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is maximized, i.e., x 1, x2 are on opposite corners of the rectangle S1(a) U S 2(a) and thus
|Xi - X21 = Sd. In such configuration, the edge xlx4 exists in G iff g(lxi - xjl) >
2Qg(|xi - e*1) + 2(29 - 1), where e* is the eavesdropper closest to x 1. This is equivalent
to requiring that
|x1 - e*| > g (2-g(v/d) - P (1 - 2-0)
rfree,
which is a well-defined quantity if d is chosen such that d < -g- 1 (L!(20 - 1)). As a
result, the edge x1x2 exists in Gst*"g iff both B, (rfee) and B:2 (rfree) are free of eaves-
droppers. Now, if Z(a) is the smallest rectangle containing the region Jv B(rfree),
where vi are the vertices of S1(a) U S2 (a), then the condition He{Z(a)} = 0 ensures the
edge xixj exists in Gstrong for any xi, j C S1 (a) U S2 (a), and thus all legitimate nodes
inside Si(a) U S 2(a) form a single connected component in Gstrog . This concludes the
proof.
Proposition 5.1.5. If there exists an infinite open component in L', then there also
exists an infinite component in Gs* "s.
Proof. Consider Fig. 5.6. By the definition of dual lattice, any given open path in L'
uniquely defines a sequence S ={Si}1 of adjacent squares in Ls, separated by open
edges. Then, by Definition 5.1.2, each square in S has at least one legitimate node, and
by Proposition 5.1.4, all legitimate nodes in the sequence S form a single connected
component in Gsong. Now, let K (0) denote the open component in L' containing 0,
i.e., the set of vertexes in L' that are connected to 0 by some -path. Because of the
argument just presented, we have |K(0)| ; |KtrOl( 0)|. Thus, if |K(0)= oc, then
Ktron s(0)|= oc. This is the result in the proposition, and the proof is concluded. O
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5.1.4.2 Percolation in C'
We now use a Peierls argument to show that discrete edge percolation occurs in ' for
sufficiently large At and small d.
Let N/s be the number of squares that compose the rectangle Z(a) depicted in
Fig. 5.5. To show the existence of an infinite open component in L, we first study the
behavior of paths in 4, in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1.6. The probability that a given path of 4, with length n is closed is
bounded by
P{ path of 4, with length n is closed} < gn/N", (5.19)
where Ne is a finite integer and
q = 1 - (1 - e- )2 . e-Aesd 2  (5.20)
is the probability that an edge of 4, is closed.
Proof. Using Definition 5.1.2, we can write
q - P{edge a of 4, is closed}
1 - IP1{r f{S 1(a)} 1 A JHi{S 2 (a)} 1 A He{Z(a)} 0}
= 1 - (1 - e- 2 )2 . -ANs2
where we used the properties of the independent processes TIH and He. This is the result
in (5.20). Now, letting P {a }I denote a path of 4, with length n and edges {a},
we wish to obtain an upper bound on P{P is closed}. Considering two edges aj, aj c P,
the states of these edges are statistically independent iff
Z(aj) n Z(aj) = 0. (5.21)
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We consider a subset Q of edges in P, constructed in the following way. Start with
the first edge a1 E P, whose associated region is Z(a1), and add it to the subset Q.
Now, determine the next edge ak E P such that Z(a1) n Z(ak) = 0, and add it to the
subset Q. Repeat the process until there are no more edges in path P. By construction,
it is easy to see that Q C P, and any two edges in Q have independent states since
they satisfy (5.21). Thus,
P{P is closed} < P{Q is closed}
_qr
where m #{Q}. After careful analysis of Fig. 5.5, we observe that the rectangle Z(a)
has dimensions M x (M1 + 1) squares, where M = 2 [ ] + 1. Furthermore, starting
in edge a, we can count at most Ne = 8M 2 - 1 edges (including a itself) until we reach
the next element of Q. As a result,
M>[n >nmFNN
and the desired upper bound becomes
IP{P is closed} < qn/Ne
which is the result in (5.19). Since rfree in (5.18) is guaranteed to be finite for d chosen
according to (5.17), then N and Ne are also finite (although possibly large). This
concludes the proof.
We have just shown that, although there is dependence between the state of different
edges of C,, the probability of a path of length n being closed decays exponentially as
qn/Ne, where q can be made arbitrarily small by choosing the parameters Ae and d
appropriately, for fixed Ae. Then, the existence of an infinite component follows from a
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closed circuit in C
open component in L'
open edge in 4,
closed edge in L,
- - open edge in L'
- -- - closed edge in L'
Figure 5.6: Illustration of the Peierls argument on a square lattice, used to show that
discrete edge percolation occurs in C' for sufficiently large Ae and small d. The key
observation is that the open component in L' containing 0 is finite iff there is a closed
circuit in L, surrounding 0.
Peierls argument, as shown in next proposition.
Proposition 5.1.7. If the probability q satisfies
q < 1-2 /1O e(5.22)27
and the edge length d satisfies (5.17), then
P{open component in L' containing 0 is infinite} > 0.
Proof. We start with the key observation that the open component in L containing 0
is finite iff there is a closed circuit in s surrounding 0. This is best seen by inspecting
Fig. 5.6, where the origin is surrounded by a necklace of closed edges in L', which block
all possible routes in 4, from the origin to infinity. Thus, to prove the proposition, it is
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sufficient to show that the probability of existing a closed circuit in s surrounding 0 is
strictly less than 1. Let p(n) denote the possible number of circuits of length n in 4,
surrounding 0 (a deterministic quantity). Let i(n) denote the number of closed circuits
of length n in 4, surrounding 0 (a random variable). From combinatorial arguments,
it can be shown [70, (1.17)] that
p(n) < 4n3'-
Then, for a fixed n,
P{K(n) > 1} < p(n)P{path of 4, with length n is closed}
< 4n3"n2 qn/Ne
where we have used the union bound and Proposition 5.1.6. Also,
P{-3 closed circuit in s surrounding 0} = P{K(n) > 1 for some n}
n=1
n=1
S 4q1/Ne3 n2q1/Ne n1n=1
3 E (311vd
Aql/Ne
3(1 - 3ql/Ne)2 7
for q < ( N) .We see that if
11 - 2 IU) Ne
q < ( 271
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the above probability is strictly less than 1, and therefore
P{open component in L' containing 0 is infinite}
1 - P{-3 closed circuit in Ls surrounding 0} > 0.
This is the desired result and the proof is concluded.
We now use the propositions to finalize the proof of Lemma 5.1.3, whereby ptrog(Ar) >
0 for sufficiently large (but finite) Ae.
Proof of Lemma 5.1.3. Starting with Proposition 5.1.6, it is easy to see that for fixed Ae,
the probability q in (5.20) can be made arbitrarily small - in particular, small enough
to satisfy condition (5.22) - by making the edge length d sufficiently small, and the
density A sufficiently large (but finite). For such combination of parameters At, Ae, d,
Proposition 5.1.7 shows that the open component in L' containing 0 is infinite with
positive probability. By Proposition 5.1.5, the component in Gtrn" containing 0 is also
infinite with positive probability. Thus, given any Ae > 0 and V satisfying (5.9), we
have p "ong(Aj) > 0 for As"rong < Ar < oc. This completes the proof of the lemma. O
5.1.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we obtain additional insights about percolation in the iS-graph via
Monte Carlo simulation. Specifically, we aim to evaluate the percolation probabili-
ties p* as a function of the density Ae of legitimate nodes, and thus estimate the
corresponding critical densities A*.
We now describe the simulation procedure for evaluating the percolation probabili-
ties. We consider a box R with dimensions VA x /A. The area A is adjusted according
to A = E, where the average number Ne of legitimate nodes in R is kept fixed. This
ensures that the simulation time is approximately constant with respect to the param-
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eter Ae. In the simulations, we use Nf = 5000 nodes and Ae 1 m-2 . We first place
FUI{ZR} ~ P(AfA) legitimate nodes and le{JR} ~P(AeA) legitimate nodes inside R,
uniformly and independently.' The iS-graph G ={He, S} is then established using as
edge set
S {5x9zj : g(d(xi, xz)) > 2-g(d(i, e*)) + (2? - 1), e* = argmin d(xi, ek), (5.23)
ekEne
where d(-, -) is a toroidal distance metric [109,110].7 After the iS-graph is established,
we determine the various components in G, G weak, and Gst"r . The percolation proba-
bilities are then estimated using Proposition 5.1.1 as follows:
* _ E{N* } E{Nitlg(st}
- ~ (5.24)
where * refers to the weak/strong component, and Ni*rgest is the size of the largest
component of the weak/strong iS-graph restricted to the region R. The need for
the approximation is the following: since the simulation region R is finite, it is not
possible to determine whether a node x in R has an infinite component KC*(x) or not.
Thus, the number of nodes in R whose component KC*(x) is infinite is approximated
by the number of nodes belonging to the largest component inside R, similarly to [6].
A little reflection also shows that the above approximation is only reasonable for the
weak/strong components, but not for the out/in components, and so we consider only
the first two. The expectation in (5.24) is computed over an ensemble of 20 spatial
realizations of HU and He.
Figure 5.7 shows the simulated percolation probabilities for the weak and strong
6We use P(p) to denote a discrete Poisson distribution with mean p.
7The use of the Euclidean metric jxi - zg| over the finite region R would give rise to boundary
effects, since legitimate nodes near the borders would be isolated with higher probability than the
nodes in the middle. The toroidal distance metric, on the other hand, transforms the square region R
into a torus, and minimizes such boundary effects in the simulations. Other edge correction methods
are discussed in [110].
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components of the iS-graph, versus the density Ae of legitimate nodes. It considers
the simplest case of p = 0, for which the percolation probabilities depend only on the
ratio A. As predicted by Theorem 5.1.1, the weak and strong components experience
phase transitions as Ae is increased. Indeed, the curves p* (Ae) exhibit a fast increase
immediately after the critical density A* is reached. The reason why p*,(Ae) is not
exactly zero for Af < A* is the approximation made in (5.24): even though there is
no infinite component in such regime, there is a nonzero probability that large finite
components arise, and these contribute to a nonzero E{Ni*argest}. Figure 5.7 suggests
that Areak 3.4 m 2 and Ast"r"n ~ 6.2 m , for the case of Ae 1 m 2 and po
0. Operationally, this means that if long-range bidirectional secure communication is
desired in a wireless network, the density of legitimate nodes must be at least 6.2 times
that of the eavesdroppers. In practice, this ratio must be even larger, because a security
requirement greater than D = 0 is typically required.9 Furthermore, increasing Aj also
leads to an increased average fraction of nodes pSrong which belong to the infinite
component, thus ensuring better connectivity of the network.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the subcritical and supercritical phases of the iS-graph. In
Fig. 5.8(a), we have = 2, and the iS-graph exhibits only small, bounded clusters ofAe-
legitimate nodes. This is in agreement with Fig. 5.7, which suggests that for a ratio of
A= 2, all four out/in/weak/strong components are subcritical. In Fig. 5.8(b), we have
A,
A= 10, and the iS-graph exhibits a large cluster of connected nodes. This also agrees
with Fig. 5.7, which suggests that for a ratio of 2 10, all four out/in/weak/strong
A,
components are supercritical.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the dependence of the percolation probability peak on the
secrecy rate threshold o. As expected, we observe that the critical density Aweak is
increasing with respect to o. This is because as we increase the threshold o, the re-
8The proof of this fact is entirely analogous to the proof of Property 4.1.1.
'The critical densities A* (A,, p) are increasing functions of Ae and L, as can be shown using a
coupling argument similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1.1.
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Figure 5.7: Simulated percolation probabilities for the weak and strong components of
the iS-graph, versus the density A of legitimate nodes (A, = 1m 2 , = 0).
quirement &(zi, x) > p for any two nodes xi, og to be securely connected becomes
stricter. Thus, the connectivity of the iS-graph becomes worse and a higher density of
legitimate nodes is needed for percolation.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the dependence of the percolation probability pveak on the
wireless propagation effects, such as lognormal shadowing and Rayleigh fading. From
the curves, we observe that Aweak(lognormal) < Areak(Rayleigh) < Areak(deterministic),
i.e., the randomness of the wireless channel - as observed in realistic environments -
improves long-range secure connectivity, by decreasing the critical density at which
percolation occurs. This phenomenon contrasts with the behavior of local connectivity,
where channel randomness does not change the PMF of the out-degree Nout (see Theo-
rem 4.1.3). However, channel randomness does affect the PMF of the in-degree Nin, as
well as the statistical dependencies between the degrees of different nodes, and therefore
affects the properties of multi-hop connectivity.10 Furthermore, we conclude that by
1 0Note that in the absence of fading, the degrees of different legitimate nodes are statistically de-
pendent, because different edges depend on a common underlying process Ile of eavesdroppers. For
example, given that a legitimate node is isolated (due to the proximity of an eavesdropper), then
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Figure 5.8: Percolation in the iS-graph for o = 0. The solid lines represent the edges
in Gtro , while the dotted lines represent the edges in Gveak
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assuming the absence of fading - as we do in the majority of this chapter to ensure
mathematical tractability - we are in effect considering the most pessimistic scenario
in terms of long-range secure connectivity.
5.2 Full Connectivity in the Poisson iS-Graph
In the previous sections, we studied percolation in the iS-graph defined over the infi-
nite plane. We showed that for some combinations of the parameters (A, Ae, p), the
regime is supercritical and an infinite component arises. However, the existence of an
infinite component does not ensure connectivity between any two nodes, e.g., one node
inside the infinite component cannot communicate with a node outside. In this sense,
percolation ensures only partial connectivity of the network. In some scenarios, it is of
interest to guarantee full connectivity, i.e., that all nodes can communicate with each
it is also likely that nearby legitimate nodes will also be isolated. By introducing random fading,
such dependence on the underlying eavesdropper process is decreased, and multi-hop connectivity is
improved.
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Figure 5.10: Effect of the wireless propagation characteristics on the percolation prob-
ability pweak (Ae 1 m- 2, g 0, -dB = 10).
other, possibly through multiple hops. Note, however, that for networks defined over
an infinite region, the probability of full connectivity is exactly zero. Thus, to study of
full connectivity, we need to restrict our attention to a finite region R.
Throughout this section, we consider the simplest case of g = 0, i.e., the existence of
secure links with a positive (but possibly small) MSR. Because this scenario is charac-
terized by the simple geometric description in (3.7), it provides various insights that are
useful in understanding more complex scenarios." Furthermore, the case of p = 0 rep-
resents the most favorable scenario in terms of full connectivity, since a higher security
requirement o leads to degraded connectivity.
In what follows, we start by defining full connectivity in the iS-graph. We then de-
rive explicit, approximate expressions for the probability of full in- and out-connectivity,
and determine the accuracy of such approximations using simulations. Lastly, we char-
"Specifically, the case of g = 0 brings the following mathematical simplifications. First, the iS-graph
is completely independent of channel gain function g(r), thus no assumptions about the propagation
model are needed. Second, there exist simple (often closed-form) expressions for characterizing local
connectivity which will be useful in analyzing full connectivity.
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acterize the exact asymptotic behavior of full connectivity in the limit of a large density
of legitimate nodes.
5.2.1 Full Connectivity
Since the iS-graph is a directed graph, we start by distinguishing between full out- and
in-connectivity with the following definitions.
Definition 5.2.1 (Full Out-Connectivity). A legitimate node xi c H n R is fully
out-connected with respect to a region R if in the iS-graph G {H, S } there exists a
directed path from xi to every node xj c U1j n R, for xj - xi.
Definition 5.2.2 (Full In-Connectivity). A legitimate node xi c Ue n R is ftilly in-
connected with respect to a region R if in the iS-graph G = {fU, E} there exists a
directed path to xi from every node xj c Uf n R, for x3 # xi. 12
Since the iS-graph is a random graph, we can consider the probabilities of a node
xi being fully out- or in-connected. For analysis purposes, we consider that probe
legitimate node (node 0) placed at the origin of the coordinate system, i.e., xose
0 C R. We then define Pout-con and Pin-con as the probability that node 0 is, respectively,
fully out- and fully in-connected. These probabilities are a deterministic function of
the densities Af and Ae, and the area A of region R. Our goal is to characterize pout-con
and Pin-con. We start by analyzing how these quantities vary with the scaling of the
system parameters.
12Note that these two definitions imply that that legitimate nodes outside the region R can act
as relays between legitimate nodes inside R. Essentially, we are considering the iS-graph defined on
the infinite plane, but are only interested in the full connectivity of the nodes inside an observation
region R. We will refer to this as the observation model. In the literature, other models for finite
networks include: i) the restriction model, where the network graph is strictly limited to a finite box,
with no nodes outside the box (e.g., 1105]), and ii) the toroidal model, where the network graph is
defined over a torus (e.g., [79]). The main advantage of the observation and toroidal models is their
homogeneity, since they eliminate boundary effects associated with the restriction model, leading to
mathematically more elegant results.
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Property 5.2.1. For the Poisson iS-graph and any c > 0,
Pout-con(At, A e, A) = Pout-con (+, I-, cA) , (5.25)
c c
and similarly,
pin-con(Ae, Ae, A) = Pin-con (- , -4, cA). (5.26)
Proof. Consider a region R with area A, and a given realization of the processes Hj
and 1e, with densities At and Ae, respectively. This induces an iS-graph G = (HJ, 8)
with vertex set Hej and edge set 8. We now apply the transformation x -+ Y = Vdz
in R2, resulting in a scaled region V/'ER with area cA, and scaled processes /2He and
fCae, with densities + and !, respectively. The corresponding iS-graph in the new
domain is G = {fHe, E}, where
= {ziz :\fdCIi - X| < VCIxi - C*|, Y =- ez
{izj : zi exists in E, = fez},
In other words, the edge YizY exists in the transformed domain iff the corresponding
edge zjx exists in the original domain. This is due to the fact that the scaling transfor-
mation does not change the geometrical configuration of the legitimate nodes relative
to the eavesdroppers. Thus, if a node is fully out-connected (or in-connected) in G, the
transformed node will be fully out-connected (or in-connected) in G, and vice-versa.
We can then equate the probabilities of full connectivity in the two domains, yielding
(5.25) and (5.26). This concludes the proof.
This property implies that for the purposes of analyzing full connectivity, there are
only two degrees of freedom. For example, instead of (A, Ae, A), we could simply use
(AtA, AcA) or (AeA as parameters of the model.
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We now attempt to characterize full out-connectivity. We start with the simple
observation that if node 0 is fully-out connected, then there are no in-isolated nodes in
R. Then, we immediately obtain an upper bound for pout-con as
pout-con < P{no in-isolated nodes in R}. (5.27)
We would like to express the right-hand side in terms of the individual in-isolation
probability determined in (4.4). In general, this is non-trivial because the in-isolation
events for different nodes are statistically dependent. For example, if legitimate node xA
is in-isolated and node LB is close to LA, then it is most likely that XB is also in-
isolated. Full-connectivity has been previously studied in the case of the Poisson
Boolean model for unsecured wireless networks.' For such scenario, it has been shown
in [12, 13, 80] that as the average node degree wrAr2ax becomes large, two phenom-
ena are observed: 1) the isolation events for different nodes become almost indepen-
dent; and 2) P{full connectivity} ~ P{no isolated nodes}, i.e., a bound analogous to
(5.27) becomes tight. These two facts imply that for the Poisson Boolean model,
the P{no isolated nodes} is both a simple and accurate analytical approximation for
P{full connectivity}, when rAr -+ 00-
We now investigate under which conditions similar phenomena occur in the iS-graph.
For that purpose, we introduce the following definition:
Pout-con ENA (1 - pin-isol)NA (5.28)
where NA = If{R} is the random number of legitimate nodes inside the region R (ex-
cluding the probe node at the origin). The quantity &out-con represents the probability
that none of the NA legitimate nodes are in-isolated, under the approximation that the
13 The Poisson Boolean model is an undirected model where each node can establish wireless links
to all nodes within a fixed connectivity range Irmax, but to no other.
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in-isolation events are independent and have the same probability Pin-isol given in (4.4).
As we will show later, this quantity can serve as a good approximation of pout-con, with
the advantage that it only depends on local characteristics (the isolation probabilities)
of the iS-graph and is analytically tractable. This can be shown by rewriting (5.28) as
Pout-con A) exp(- (1 - Pin-isoi)"
n=O
0) [AtA(1 - Pin-isoi)]" exp (-AeA(1 - Pin-isoi))
=exp(-Apin-isol) ET
n=o
=1
=exp(-APin-isoi)
exp (-AAE {e }, (5.29)
where A is the (random) area of a typical Voronoi cell induced by a unit-density Poisson
process. Here, we used the expression for Pin-isol in (4.4).
For the case of full in-connectivity, we can proceed in a completely analogous way
to write
Pin-con < IP{no out-isolated nodes in R}, (5.30)
and
Pin-con - ENA f 1 - pout-isol
- exp(-vA pout - isoi)
= exp -A , (5.31)
where we used the expression for pout-isol in (4.9).
Furthermore, according to Property 4.1.3, we know that Pin-isol < pout-iso for Af > 0
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and Ae > 0, and therefore
Pout-con > Pin-con.
As as result, in the regime where in-con and Pout-con closely approximate Pin-con and
Pout-con, respectively, then Pout-con will be typically larger than Pin-con. Intuitively, it is
easier for an individual node to be locally in-connected than out-connected, and this
fact is reflected in the global connectivity properties of the iS-graph, in the sense that is
easier for the origin to be fully out-connected (reach all nodes) than fully in-connected
(be reached by all nodes).
In the following section, we use Monte Carlo simulations to determine under which
conditions Pin-con and Pout-con can be accurately approximated by iin-con and rout-con,
respectively.
5.2.2 Simulation Results
We resort to Monte Carlo simulations to study full-connectivity in the iS-graph, and
in particular the accuracy of the approximations introduced in the previous section. In
our environment, we define the region R = [-5, 5] m x [-5, 5] m with area A = 100 M2 .
We place I{R} ~ P(NA) legitimate nodes and Ie{7R} ~P(AeA) legitimate nodes
inside R, uniformly and independently. The iS-graph G {He S} is then established
using as edge set
S xix) : d(xi, x ) < d(x , e*) e* = arginin d(xi, ek)}, (5.32)
ekEne1 
.2
where d(., -) is a toroidal distance metric, similarly to Section 5.1.5. As discussed in
Footnote 12, our definitions of full connectivity imply that legitimate nodes outside
the observation region R can act as relays to connect other legitimate nodes inside R.
Thus, an Euclidean metric |xi - xyl over the finite region R would again give rise to
boundary effects, so we use a toroidal distance metric to minimize such effects in the
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simulations. After the iS-graph is established, we check whether: (a) there are any (in
or out) isolated nodes, and (b) the node at the origin is fully (in or out) connected.
Repeating the procedure over an ensemble of 20, 000 spatial realizations of H and IHe,
we calculate the various probabilities of interest.
Figure 5.11 considers full out-connectivity, comparing three different probabilities
as a function of Ae and At:
* the simulated Pf{no in-isolated nodes in R}, which is an upper bound for pout-con
as given in (5.27);
* the analytical Aout-con, whose expression is given in (5.29);
e the simulated probability of full out-connectivity, Pout-con.
From the plots, we observe that the analytical curve Pouttcon approximates pout-con
surprisingly well for all At and Ae, considering the strong approximations associated
with Aout-con. Furthermore, the approximation becomes tight in the extremes ranges
where AfA -+ oo or AeA - 0 (i.e., Pout-con 1). This corresponds to a regime of
practical interest where is desirable to operate the network, in the sense that secure
out-connectivity is achieved with probability very close to 1.
Figure 5.12 is analogous to Fig. 5.11, but for the case of full in-connectivity. It
compares P{no out-isolated nodes in RI}, pin-cou, and in-con, as a function of Ae and
At. We observe the approximation of Pin-con by Pin-con becomes tight when AcA --*
0 (i.e., pin-con ? 1), but not when AeA -- oc, unlike what happens for full out-
connectivity. The difference in the behavior of Pout-con and Pin-con as At -+ 00 is
studied in Section 5.2.3.
In general, based on the simulations we conclude that Pont-con and for in-con are
fairly good approximations for the corresponding probabilities of full connectivity, for
a wide range of parameters. The main advantage is that rout-con and for Ain-con only
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Figure 5.11: Full out-connectivity in the Poisson iS-graph (A= 100 m 2 , = 0).
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depend on the local characterization of the network, namely on the isolation probabil-
ities, and thus lead to simple analytical expressions which can be used to infer about
the global behaviour of the network. In particular, they are simple enough to be used
in first-order dimensioning of the system, providing the network designer with valuable
insights on how pout-con and pinl-coi vary with the parameters A, Ae, and A.
5.2.3 Asymptotic Full Connectivity
In this section, we focus on the asymptotic behavior of secure connectivity as we increase
the density of legitimate nodes. Specifically, for a fixed region of area A and a fixed
density Ae of eavesdroppers, we would like to determine if by increasing Af -+ 00, we
can asymptotically achieve full in- and out-connectivity with probability 1. Note that
a.s. full connectivity can only be achieved asymptotically, since for any finite Af, the
probabilities pout-con and pin-con are strictly less than one. We start by introducing the
following definitions.
Definition 5.2.3 (Asymptotic Out-Connectivity). A legitimate node x E rI f R is
asymptotically out-connected with respect to a region R with area A if lim\-co Pout-con
1, for any Ae > 0 and A > 0.
Definition 5.2.4 (Asymptotic In-Connectivity). A legitimate node x E He r7 is
asymptotically in-connected with respect to a region R with area A if lim _.o Pin-con
1, for any Ae > 0 and A > 0. 4
The following theorem characterizes the asymptotic out-connectivity in the iS-graph.
Theorem 5.2.1. For the Poisson iS-graph with Ae > 0 and A > 0, the legitimate node
at the origin is asymptotically out-connected.
"In our study of asymptotic connectivity, it is irrelevant whether we consider the observational,
restriction, or toroidal model. The reason is that, as we shall see, full connectivity is determined
by the behavior of the legitimate nodes in the vicinity of the eavesdroppers. Therefore, when we let
S--+ o0, there exist enough legitimate nodes between the border of the region R and any eavesdropper,
so the border effects essentially vanish before they can affect the vicinity of the eavesdroppers (and
thus, full connectivity).
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Proof. Without loss of generality, consider that a legitimate node is placed at the origin,
and let the region 7Z be a square of size vA x A containing at the origin. Let us
partition R into equal subsquares Si of size Elog Ae-E(A such whereAe Af ,Iuh hr
E(AL) > 0 is the smallest number that the total number AAe of subsquares is anlog Af -c(Ae)uaeisn
integer.15 This partition is depicted in Fig. 5.13(a). A subsquare is said to be full if
it contains at least one legitimate node, and empty otherwise. The probability that a
subsquare is full is 1 - e- log Ae+E(Ae) and the probability that every subsquare of 7Z is
full is
A~AA
log AJCgf)T- 
-e(A e A
P A Si is full} (1 - e-1 gexr+Af)"lo-4\
i=1
(5.33)
where we used the fact that II1 is a Poisson process. When we take the limit Af --+ 00,
it is easy to see that e(Af) -* 0 and that (5.33) converges to 1. In other words, the
described partition of R ensures that every subsquare Si will be full a.a.s.
Next, we analyze the secure connectivity between legitimate nodes belonging to
adjacent subsquares of R. Recall Fig. 5.5, where S1 and S2 denote 2 adjacent squares.
Using an argument analogous to Section 5.1.4.1, we know that if the 7 x 8-subsquare
rectangle (Z(a) in the figure) is free of eavesdroppers, then all legitimate nodes inside
S1 U S2 form a single strong component." Now consider a region Rc ( R constructed
in the following way. For every possible pair of adjacent subsquares (Si, Sj) in 7Z,
determine whether the associated rectangle Z(Si, Sj) is free of eavesdroppers. If so,
update Rsc such that it now becomes Rsc U Si U Sj. Repeat the process until there
are no more pairs of adjacent subsquares. With this definition, it is possible for large
enough At to partition the square 1Z into 2 regions as
R Rsc U Re,
lSWVe have explicitly indicated the dependence of e on Ae, and for simplicity omitted its dependence
on A (which will be kept fixed).
16Note that here we are considering the case of g = 0, while the discussion in Section 5.1.4.1 was
valid for nonzero p as well.
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Figure 5.13: Auxiliary diagrams for proving that limoo Pout-con
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where Re = R\RC is simply the remaining region of R after Rc is constructed as
above. This partition is shown in Fig. 5.13(a). By construction, it is easy to see that
as At approaches infinity (or, equivalently, the size of the subsquares {Si} approaches
zero) the following properties hold a.s.:
1. The region Re can be decomposed into non-overlapping regions as Re U;" Re"
where Ne H fHe{R} is the number of eavesdroppers inside R, and R(') C R is a
square of size 7 x 7 subsquares centered at the n-th eavesdropper of R. If N = 0,
then Re = 0.
2. The origin belongs to Rsc.
3. There exists a lattice path (i.e., a path composed only of horizontal and vertical
segments inside R) between every two subsquares of R, and thus all legitimate
nodes inside Rsc form a single strong component.
We thus conclude that the origin is a.a.s. out-connected to all legitimate nodes inside
Rsc It remains to determine whether it is also out-connected to all legitimate nodes
inside Re. For that purpose, we consider the behaviour of the iS-graph in the vicinity
of the I-th eavesdropper of R, which we denote by e".17 We know that a node xi C 11 n
e will be in-connected iff the corresponding Voronoi cell induced by the process He U
{xi} has at least another legitimate node. A little reflection shows that as Af -+ oo this
Voronoi cell approaches the half-plane
X(xi) {y c R2 : ly - xil < ly - e|},
as depicted in Fig. 5.13(b). Now, it is easy to see that for every xi c Hfe n R"), there
is a.a.s. at least one legitimate node inside the region T(xi) n R, and thus every such
node xi has an in-connection from the strong component in Rsc. This argument holds
'I'In the trivial case of zero eavesdroppers in R, the origin is out-connected to all legitimate nodes
inside R, and the theorem follows.
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origin
Figure 5.14: Auxiliary diagram for proving that lim,oo Pin-con < 1.
similarly for every region Re'),n = 1,..., Ne, and so we conclude that the origin is
a.a.s. out-connected to all legitimate nodes inside Re, in addition to those in Rsc. This
is the result of the theorem and the proof is concluded.
The following theorem characterizes the asymptotic in-connectivity in the iS-graph.
Theorem 5.2.2. For the Poisson iS-graph with e > 0 and A > 0, we have that
lim pin-con <1 - 67r (1 _ eAA), (5.34)A--oo87r + 35/53
.e., the legitimate node at the origin is not asymptotically in-connected.
Proof. Consider a region R with area A, where a probe legitimate node (node 0) is
placed at the origin. Let and Uf{R} and He{R} denote the number of nodes in H n R
and He nR, respectively. Consider that the event that there is at least one eavesdropper
and one legitimate node in region R, as depicted in Fig. 5.14. Let Xi denote the distance
between a arbitrarily selected eavesdropper e and its closest legitimate node xi E R,
i.e., Xi A e - xii. In addition, let S be the set of possible locations in R2 where a node
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can connect to xi, given that x1 is the closest legitimate node to e, i.e.,
S A {E E R2 : xl is possible A |x - e > Xi}
{x E R 2 :x - x1 < Xi A Ix - el > X1}
=x B(X1) \B3e(x1),
and is shown in Fig. 5.14. We now define the event E3 A {He{R } 1 A He{R} >
1 A HE{S} = 0}. Note that if there are no legitimate nodes inside S, then x1 is out-
isolated, and the origin is not fully in-connected, i.e., E 3 C E2 . As a consequence, we
have that
Pf{E2} > P{E3}
or
1 
-Pin-con > P{He{R} 1 A e{R} 2 1 A H{S} O},
which can be manipulated as follows
Pin-con 1 P{He{R} >1 A Hrf{R} > 1 A Hr{S} = 0}
- 1 - (1 - eAEA . P{H1 {7Z > 1 A FJS}
where we used the fact that He and He are independent processes. We now take limits
as A- oc on both sides while keeping Ae and A fixed. For the purposes of determining
P{J1H{R} > 1 A HI{S} = 0}, letting Af -+ oo with A fixed is equivalent to letting A -+
oc with A fixed. In such limiting regime of an. infinite area Poisson process, the
event {{RZ} ;> 1} occurs a.s., and limA,,o P{r{R} ;> 1 A Hj{S} =} = P{YJ{S} =
0}. Then,
lim Pin-con < 1 - (1 - e *A) - P{H1{S} =}. (5.35)
-o dei 00
To determine Pf{He{S} O}0, we use two facts: 1) when conditioned on Xi, the area
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of S is equal to riw2 (1 + ; and 2) when Af --+ o, the boundary effects vanish, and
the RV ) ( x2 becomes exponentially distributed with rate wre. Then,
P{fle{S} 0} = Ex1{P{fr{S} = Ox1}}
X2 II'E
Ex exp -ATX) + -
j exp (Afr( + 3 7r exp(-re()d(
67r
87r+3 3
With this result, (5.35) becomes
limn Pin-con <- 6 7 - AA
Af-*oo 87 + 30
which is the bound in (5.34). Thus, the legitimate node at the origin is not asymptoti-
cally in-connected, and the proof is concluded.
The theorem has the following intuitive explanation. Consider Af (or A) large enough
that border effects can be ignored. Given that exactly one eavesdropper occurs inside
region R, there is a constant probability P{fl{S} = 0} = 0.62 that the
legitimate node closest to the eavesdropper is out-isolated, and this probability does
not decrease with Xe. In fact, when Ae increased, the area of S decreases in such a way
that P{fj{S} = 0} remains constant. As a result, no matter how large At is made,
there is a constant probability of ~ 0.62 that the nearest node is out-isolated, and
therefore a positive probability that the origin is not in-connected. This asymptotic
upper bound for Pin-con is illustrated in Fig. 5.12(b).
Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 clearly show that increasing the density Xe of legitimate
nodes is an effective way to improve the full out-connectivity, in the sense that the
corresponding probability approaches 1. However, the probability of full in-connectivity
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cannot be made arbitrarily close to 1 by increasing At. In essence, full (in or out)
connectivity is determined by the behavior of the legitimate nodes in the vicinity of
the eavesdroppers. It is more likely that a legitimate node in such vicinity is locally in-
connected than out-connected (see Property 4.1.3), which is reflected in the fact that the
origin achieves full out-connectivity a.a.s., but not full in-connectivity. Operationally,
this means a node can a.a.s. transmit secret messages to all the nodes in a finite region 7z,
but cannot a.s.s. receive secret messages from all the nodes in R.
Recall that for the study of full connectivity, we considered only the simplest scenario
of g = 0. Using a coupling argument similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1.1, it is easy to
show that the probabilities Pout-con(p) and pil-cori(p) are decreasing functions of o. In
other words, the case of p = 0 represents of the most favorable scenario in terms of full
connectivity.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we characterized various fundamental secrecy limits of large-scale wire-
less networks. We started by introducing an information-theoretic definition of the
iS-graph, based on the notion of strong secrecy. The iS-graph is a random geometric
graph which captures the connections that can be securely established over a large-scale
network, in the presence of spatially scattered eavesdroppers. Fundamental tools from
stochastic geometry allowed us to describe in detail how the spatial densities of legiti-
mate and eavesdropper nodes influence various properties of the Poisson iS-graph, such
as node degrees and isolation probabilities. In particular, we proved that the average
in- and out-degrees equal y, and that out-isolation is more probable than in-isolation.
In addition, we considered the effect of the wireless propagation on the degree of the
legitimate nodes. Surprisingly, the average node degree is invariant with respect to
the distribution of the propagation effects (e.g., type of fading or shadowing), and is
always equal to the ratio ( of spatial densities. We then studied the effect of non-zero
secrecy rate threshold p and unequal noise powers of, o on the iS-graph. Specifically,
we showed that E{Nout} is decreasing in g and o', and is increasing in U2. Furthermore,
when the channel gain is of the form g(r) = -, we obtained expressions for E{N1 ut}
as a function of p, o2, (7, and showed that it decays exponentially with p.
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We explored the potential of sectorized transmission and eavesdropper neutralization
as two techniques for enhancing the secrecy of communications. If each legitimate node
is able to transmit independently in L sectors of the plane, our results prove that
E{Nout} increases linearly with L. On the other hand, if legitimate nodes are able to
inspect their surrounding area to guarantee that there are no eavesdroppers within a
neutralization radius p, then E{Nut } increases at least exponentially with p.
The PDF of the MSR Ri between a legitimate node and its i-th neighbor was
characterized, as well as the probability of existence of a non-zero MSR, and the prob-
ability of secrecy outage. In particular, we quantified how these metrics depend on the
densities Ae, Ae, the SNR 9, and the amplitude loss exponent b.
Finally, we established the fundamental secrecy limits when the eavesdroppers are
allowed to collude, by showing that this scenario is equivalent to a SIMO Gaussian
wiretap channel. For an arbitrary spatial process He of the eavesdroppers, we derived
the MSR of a legitimate link. Then, for the case where He is a spatial Poisson process
and the channel gain is of the form g(r) = -, we obtained the CDF of MSR of a
legitimate link, and the average degree in the iS-graph with colluding eavesdroppers.
We concluded that as we increase the density Ae of eavesdroppers, or allow the eaves-
droppers to collude, more power is available to the adversary, improving their ability to
decode the secret message, and hence decreasing the MSR of legitimate links. Further-
more, we showed that cluttered environments with large amplitude loss exponent b are
move favorable for secure communications, in the sense that in such regime collusion
only provides a marginal performance improvement for the eavesdroppers.
We then shifted our focus from the local properties of the iS-graph (i.e., the rela-
tionships between a node and its immediate neighbours) to its global properties, which
concern secure connectivity over multiple hops. We first characterized percolation of
the Poisson iS-graph on the infinite plane. We showed that each of the four components
of the iS-graph (in, out, weak, and strong) experiences a phase transition at some non-
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trivial critical density A* of legitimate nodes. Operationally, this is important because
it implies that long-range communication over multiple hops is still feasible when a
security constraint is present. We proved that percolation can occur for any prescribed
infimum secrecv rate p satisfying g < Qnax = log 2 1+ ,as long as the density
of legitimate nodes is made large enough. This implies that for unbounded path loss
models, percolation can occur for any arbitrarily large secrecy requirement g, while for
bounded models the desired o may be too high to allow percolation. Our results also
show that as long as p < gmax, percolation can be achieved even in cases where the
eavesdroppers are arbitrarily dense, by making the density of legitimate nodes large
enough.
Using Monte Carlo simulations, we obtained estimates for the critical densities A*.
In the case of p = 0, for example, we estimated that if the density of eavesdroppers is
larger than roughly 30% that of the legitimate nodes, long-range communication in the
weak iS-graph is completely disrupted, in the sense that no infinite cluster arises. In
the strong iS-graph, we estimated this fraction to be about 16%. For a larger secrecy
requirement p, an even more modest fraction of attackers is enough to disrupt the
network.
Besides considering the existence of an unbounded component on the infinite plane,
we also analyzed the existence of a fully-connected iS-graph on a finite region. Specifi-
cally, we derived approximate expressions for the probabilities Poutcon and Pin-con of full
out- and in-connectivity, respectively. The advantage of these approximate expressions
is that they only depend on the local characterization of the network, namely on the
isolation probabilities, and thus lead to simple analytical expressions which can be used
to infer about the global behaviour of the network. In particular, our expressions show
that typically Pout-con > Pin-con, i.e., it is easier for a node to be fully out-connected
(reach all nodes) than fully in-connected (be reached by all nodes). Our expressions
explicitly show that this fact can be directly explained in terms of the local connectiv-
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ity: it is easier for an individual node to be locally in-connected than out-connected,
and this is reflected in the behaviour of global connectivity described above. Using
Monte Carlo simulations, we showed that the approximate expressions are surprisingly
accurate for a wide range of densities Ae and Ae.
We characterized the asymptotic behavior of secure full connectivity for a large
density Af of legitimate nodes. In particular, we showed Pout-con approaches 1 as Ae
oc, and therefore full out-connectivity can be improved as much as desired by deploying
more legitimate nodes. Full in-connectivity, however, remain bounded away from 1, no
matter how large A, is made. Operationally, this means a node can a.a.s. transmit
secret messages to all the nodes in a finite region R, but cannot a.s.s. receive secret
messages from all the nodes in R.
Our work has not yet addressed all the far reaching implications of the broadcast
property of the wireless medium. In the most general scenario, legitimate nodes could
for example transmit their signals in a cooperative fashion, whereas malicious nodes
could use jamming to disrupt all communications. We are hopeful that further efforts
in combining stochastic geometry with information-theoretic principles will lead to a
more comprehensive treatment of wireless security in large-scale networks.
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Appendix A
Proof that Inequality (4.14) is Strict
Define the event F r { 0 {B. (|jl) } > 1} and its complementary event E, which
denote full and empty, respectively. Using this notation, we can rewrite (4.13) as
Pin-isol P AFi(i=1
< P{F1 A F2}.
To prove that pin isoi < P{F1} as in (4.14), it is sufficient to show that P{F1 A F2 } <
P{F1}, or equivalently, P{F1 } - P{F1 A F2 } = P{F1 A E2 } > 0. Define the ball Bi A
B(zjil). Then, with reference to the auxiliary diagram in Fig. 4.2(c), we can write
IP{F1 A E2} = Er,{P{F1 A E2 |11}}
= En { (1 - e eA{B2 } (A.1)
Since B1 Z B2 a.s., then A{B 1\B 2} > 0 a.s., and the argument inside the expectation
in (A.1) is strictly positive, and thus IP{F 1 A E2} > 0. This concludes the proof.
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Appendix B
Derivation of (4.36)
Because He is a Poisson process, the Palm probability P,{|x{ < Re,} in (4.35) can be
computed using Slivnyak's theorem by adding a legitimate node at location x to Hf.
For a fixed x E D(p, oc.), we can thus write
P,{|xI < Re,1} = Pe,c{e{YJ n D(p,
> Pr c {He{ n D(p,
= Ee{exp(- AeA{6 n
> exp(-AeEe{A{l n
lol)\Bx(p)} - 0}
x|)} = 0}
D(p, |x)}
D(p, |x|)}),
Equation (B.3) follows from conditioning on e, and using the fact that He and 0 are
independent. Equation (B.4) follows from Jensen's inequality. The term inside the
exponential in (B.4) corresponds to the average area of a random shape, and can be
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(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
computed using Fubini's theorem as
Ee{A{en D(p, |x-) Ee f Jify n D(p, IxDdy
-
P Py E &)}dy
II{Byp(p)} = O}dyJ ID(p|xI) )
=)p07r(|X12 
_ 2) (B.5)
Note that p- corresponds to the probability that a fixed point y is outside the total
neutralization region E, and does not depend on the coordinates of y due to the sta-
tionarity of the process 0. Replacing (B.5) into (B.4), we obtain the desired inequality
in (4.36).
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Appendix C
Derivation of the Distribution of Prx, e
in (4.52)
We derive a more generic result than (4
pendent of 1Ie, and Prx,e - .b
.52). Let P be IID non-negative RVs, inde-
Using Campbell's theorem [7], we write the
characteristic function of Prx ,e for b > 1 as
#px,(w)=exp -2We
where #p(w) is the characteristic function of Pi. Using the change of variable |wr-2b _
t, this can be rewritten as
#prx,(w) - exp -rAe lIl/b j00 1 - lB dt
In [8, Appendix II] we showed that
10 1 - E {e sin(w)Pit } E
0ta+1 t=E
a -' - j sign(w) tan ( 2 ,
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(C.1)
(C.2)
-#p 2b rdr ,
for 0 < a < 1, and C, defined in (4.49). Using this relation, we rewrite (C.1) as
(C-3)
where a = , , = 1, and 1 = 2AC- E{P }. Using the notation for
tions introduced in Footnote 9, we have
stable distribu-
Prx,e ~ S (a
For the particular case where Pi - Pt, Vi, we obtain the desired result in (4.52).
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OPrx',e (w) = eXp (-'T I W a I J'Osin () an 21).
= I, # = 1, -F gAeC- E{P 1
Appendix D
Derivation of (4.59)
Let the Mellin transform of a RV X with PDF fx(x) be defined asi
Mx (s) f xsfx (x)dx.
If X ~ S (a, 1, 1) with 0 < a < 1. then [111, Eq. (17)]
Mx (s) - (cos
for -1 < Re{s} < a.
( ) s/a F (1 -17(1 - s)
Then, since Prx,e ~ S (a, 1, 1) with a =E (0, 1), we use (D.2)
to write
x-fp , (x)dx
- A4re(a
Cos("a
= (+ 2 . (D.3)
17(1+±a)
the literature, the Mellin transform is sometimes defined differently as Mx(s) -
1fx (x)dx. For simplicity, we prefer the definition in (D.1).
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(D.1)
(D.2)
'In
0 8-
E{fPr-,"}= J
Using (4.49) and (D.3), we expand (4.58) as
E{Nout} = -CaE{P-;-}
Ae a xe
1 - a
F(2 - a) cos ( )
cos (a)
F(1 + a)
A 1 - a
A- F(2 - a)F(1+ a)
A sin(ra)
where we used the following properties of the gamma function: F(z + 1) = zF(z) and
7(z)F(1 - z) =sin(irz)
(4.59).
Defining sinc(x) * Sr"(7x) and noting that a = we obtain7rxb
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Appendix E
Proof of Lemma 5.1.1
In what follows, we use a coupling argument. For fixed parameters Ae and g, we begin
with an iS-graph G(Af. 2) whose underlying process HI has density A2. We then thin
this process by keeping each point of I, with probability A where 2 1 <; A 2, such
that when a point is removed, all its in- and out-connections are also removed. Because
of the thinning property [7 Section 5.1], the resulting process of legitimate nodes has
density Af1, and we have therefore obtained a valid new iS-graph G(Af,1), with the same
parameters Ae and p as before. By construction, the two graphs G(Af, 1) and G(Af. 2) are
coupled in such a way that K* (0) ; K* (0). As a result, the event {K(* 0)| oo}
implies that {K* (0)| = oo}, and it follows that p.*A, ) < p* (A,2). This concludes
the proof.
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